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Holland City News
VOL. XV -NO.

HOLLAND,

34.

Law

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Terms

of Subscription
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.76 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.
,

Rates of adrertUInsmade known on application.
Yearly adrertisers have the prirllege of three

changes.
Basineas Cards In City Directory, not oyer three
tt per annum
Notices
tic*of----Births,Marriages, and Deaths published without charge for subscribers.
HT'AII adrertislnr bills collectableQuarterly.

lines,

MONEY

TO LOAN.

Iq sums to suit ou productive Real Estate.

L. 8.

in Relation to

Newapapcra.

PROVIN,

Insurance, Real Estate and Loan Agent.
Office Lovett’s Block, opp. Sweet’s Hotel,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

.

NO. 735.

curi- tank of the Chicago and West Mich. R'y nected with it, to bring it forward and
week in the shape of a beach nut opposite the depot, also came in for a baye it on exhibition in thia department;
burr in which were six perfect nuts In- share of attention but no damage waa Such articlee can be taken to Mr. T. Kepstead of the usual four. The burr grew done. The train from Grand Rapids was pel'a store at any time, previoua to the
on a tree near her residenceon the north an hour and a half late and many of the Fair, or can be brought to the grounds on
side of Macatawa Bay,
cltizena of the city were caught out in the Tuesday, the Aral day of the Fair.

osity this

LOCAL ITEMS.

§U9itte$$ giwdarij.

WHOLE

25, 1886.

Mrs. D. Bertsch showed us a

Subscribers who do not give express notice
to the contrary, are considered as wishingto continue their subscriptions.
2. If subscribers order Ihe discontinuance
of
their periodicals,the publishers may continue to
send them unti^ll arrears are paid,
itlrs
•
8. If subscrlWrs
neglect
or refuse to take their
periodicalsfrom the office to which they had been
directed,they are held responsible till they had
settled their bill and orderedthe paper discontinued.
4. If subscribers move to other places without
Informingthe publisher, and the papers are sent
to the former direction,they are
responsible.
re held resi
5. The courts have decided that refusing to take
periodicalsfrom the office, or removing and leavng them uncalled for Is prima facia evidence of
Intentional fraud.
6. Any person who receives a newspaper and
makes use of it, whether he has subscribed for it
or not, is held in law a subscriber.
7. The postmasterwho neglects to give the
legal notice of the neglect of a person to take from
the office the newspapersaddressed to him, is liable to the publisher for the subscription price.
1

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

MICH.,

’

the News man. In Fillmore reports come in of great damage

storm, including
To-Dav

is

the one-hundreth anniversary

The Department of Machinery promises
farmers. Tho
this country from the grand lodge of
Harrington waa struck and barn and con- Deering ManufacturingCompany, H. Do
England, and the event will be celebrated
tend burned; loss, $1,000, fully insured. Kruif, Jr., of Zeeland, and John Dingroin grand style by many of the lodges of
The barn of A. Wolteri waa alio atruck mond, of Overlael,agents, is already
that order in this country.
and with contenta burned; the lose la on the grounds with their large display of
Real estate on Eighth street has rapid- placed at $1,200 with no insurance. A. machinery, which week before last they
ly advanced In value recently, but the Bekman had three cows killed. Other had at Jackson, at the State Fair. Thia,
climax was not reached until this week minor losses are also reported.All the and Jackson,are the only places in this
when one of the property owners wanted telephones in the city were "burned out.” State they visit thia year. ' They' hav$' k
large tent of tbeir own and will mike a
$300 for three inches of ground. It Is
Hope College.
safe to say that he did not get it.
grand display. The McCormick and

of the separation of the

Masonic order in

done by lightning.The barn of Wilbert

to be full of interest to the

Last week Wednesday Hope College Buckeye Manufacturing Companies, repThe West Michigan AgriculturalFair
opened and at the present time there are resented by Benjamin Van Raalte, of this
was held in Grand Rapids this week and
gEACH, W._H. CommissionMerchant, and
one hundred and thirty-threemale and fe- city, will not be outdone this year, and
dealer in Grain, Flour aud Produce. Highest
Plant an advertisementIn the News was largely attended. Secretary Visscher
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
male students in the Academic and Pre- Mr. Van Raalte, with characteristic enterattended on Wednesday and returned with
store,corner Eighth and Fish streets.
and reap the reward thereof.
paratory Departments, one hundred and prise and push, has a large display ready.
a load of "pointers” as to the manageDrags s&i MfiloUsi.
sixteen males and twenty-six females. We understand there will be several
Noje the change In the advertisement ment of the various departments.
p\OE8BDRG, J 0. Dealer in Drugs and Medi* of A. B. Busman in this issue.
They are divided Into classes as follows: others with their machinery and farm
cines, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Phy.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
Geerlinos
and
their
Academic Department-SeniorClass, 7; implements among whom will alio be R.
slclans prescriptionscarefullyput up. Eighth Bt.
The rooms over the News office are for daughter,Mrs. J, M. Doesburg, of Mil- Junior Class, 6; Sophomore Class, 10; E. Workman with hia Vindicator Fanning
TTAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medi- rent. Call early and secure them.
waukee, Wis., have been visiting Prof. Freshman Class, 10.. Preparatory De- Mill and the Holland Manufacturing
V cines, PainU, Oils, etc. Proprietor of Dr. W.
Van den Berge’s Family Mediclnea. River Street.
Company with their Wind Mllla. AU the
The fair commencesnext week Tuesday Doesburg’sfamily for a few, days. They partment-" A” Class, 21; "B” Class, 29;
AL8H, HEBER, Druggist and Pharmacist;a
left last Monday evening for their home "C” Class, 27; "D” Class, 23. Tho Theo- other departments are worked up with
and a big time is anticipated by all.
full slock of goods appertaining to the busand were highly pleased with our city and logical Seminary has nine students as much enthusiasm and each Id its kind
iness.
Ladies read the Special Notice of Mrs.
& Co.

CoanlnlosXircfcut.

U

D. M. Gee

.

Born:— To Mr. and Mrs. John Arnold

vicinity.

follows: Senior

rur&lturi.

of this city on Tuesday morning last,

yAN

PUTTEN, G. «fc SONS, General Dealers in
Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats aud
Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street.
Hotsli,

pUTY HOTEL, Geo. N. Williams,Proprietor.
\J The only first-class hotel in the city. Is lo-

G. Van Pi.tten & Sons have a new
this issue in which they
oiler some special bargains. Head it.

Stable;

Rev, U. D. Jordan has been returned

Ninth street, near Market.
to

Holland for another year by the Metho-

dist E. Conferencefield in Kalamazoo this

VTAN RAALTE, B.,

dealcar in Farm implomeats and machinery. Cor. River aud week.

Ninth Streets.

Last week Friday the Life Saving Crew

AN DER YEN,

J. M., Manufacturesthe best
cent cigar made. Uavanna lilled. Smoke
them. For sale by all
2-ly.

V

5

came

dealers.

Phyiiciiai.

•

Office at the drugstore of Eremers £ Bangs., Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,and from 5 to 6 p.m
Physician md Surgeon Office
at residence on the corner of River and
Eleventhstreets, formerly occupied by the late Dr.

X

-

nino

with their surf boat for

They rowed up iu

minutes.

forty-

*

F. S. Royce, of Attica, lud., and at one

on the Chicago and
West Mich. Ry., called on his many

stop tho slaughter of deer and will prose-

friends in this city last Tuesday.

their land for this purpose. Notices to this

time a conductor

X ABBS, J. A., Physician aud Surgeon. Office
at Walsh’s Drug Store. Residence,Corner
o' Eighth and Fish streets,in house formerly occupied by L. Sprietsma.
11

ivl

Watehoi and Jawslry.

£

Ik REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler,and
J) dealer In fancy goods. Corner of Market
and Eighth streets.

TITYKHUYSEN,

11., dealer in Watches,Clocks,
Jewelryand Spectacles,cor. Ninth aud Ce-

Mr. and Mrs. C. J.

a little

baby

girl^

Another

item of our “fair week” at-

tractions will be tho presentation of the

Into their family.

the

first

floor. . .

grave.

, Jfi.a

About the
The Faculty as'organized for this yearV
is: Prof. G. J. Kolleu, Librarian; Prof.

:

first intimation the

people of

Holland had of the establishmentof a

summer of
882 when the revenue cutter Andy JohnAcademic Department; Prof. J. H. Klein'Ison called here having on board Senator
heksel, Secretary of the Faculty of Prey
Conger and the superintendentof the
paratory Department; Chorister, H. V.
service and other minor officials.The
tatiou at this port was in the

C. Doesburg, Secretary of the Faculty of

De Roo were made

Southern Comedy-Dramain five acts Peeke; Organist, Miss Lillie Jones.
officers of the boat stated the object in
"The Slave's Devotion”at the Opera
calling here and a party of citizens accomThlrty-tbree now students are in attendresidence consisting of four rooms, cellar House ou Wednesday and Thursday evenpanied them to the harbor and a desirable
and woodshed. For further informaticn ings. The company is representedas a ance this year so far, and prospectsof site for a station was selected. The site,
For Rent:— A

apply to

part of a very desirable

this office.

strong one, having a brass band with them.

dar streets.

Ocr thanks are due to Mr. H. Bacon
for a liberalsupply of his excellentgrapes

^orifties.

beeu posted all around the

night, September 22^ premises.

happy by the advent of

The Life Saving Crew having gone into

cute all persons found trespassing upon

effect have

Last Wednesday

-

commission last wcety, Wednesday on
had his arm injured between the bumpers
During vacation extensive repairs have
Saturday wo paid a visit to the Station
of two freight cars at Hudsonvillerecentbeeu made on Van Vlcck Hall. It has
which has been a source of interest and
ly, died last Saturday morning at eight
been painted inside and out, the rooms
profitableinstruction to all who have
o’clock. The body was taken to bis home
papered, and new porches built on the
been there in the past two or three weeks.
in Sawyer, Berrien County, where the
south and north sides. Tho porch on tho
This benefleientprovision msde'by Uncle
funeral will be held. He was only ninewest side has been fixed up, and new
Sam for tho rescue of those who are acteen years of age.
floors laid in tho Halls. A new recitation
cidentally placed at the mercy o# the
room has been arranged in the basement waves of boisterous waters is a blessing
Recently Mr. Chas. Owen found a
of the buildingwhich adds materially to
wise in its conceptionand national in its
dead deer in a small lake on his farm in
the comfort and convenienceof students.
extent. Its surveillancecovers all the
Olive, north of this city. The deer had
The Library will, in the course of a few
been shot by some one, as buck shot was
principal ports of tbe country on sea and
weeks, be removed from the second floor
found in the carcass. Mr. Owen and his
lake, and its value has been attested by
of the building to the northwest corner of
neighborsare now making endeavors to
many a thankful soul saved from a watery

E..

Ledeboer.

TV

to the city

the first time.

T/'REMERS, H.., Physicianand Surgeon. ResJY. idcnce on Twelfth street, cor. of Market St.

"VfATES, 0.

whole.

on

Bloemendaal, Cedar Groye, Wis.

advertisementin

Mi&ufactorlei,
Milli, Shape,Etc.

If

a brick ^building

The young man, David Landis, who

Livery a&i Silt Stablei.

V

-

land, Mich.;

attack of typhoid malaria.

cated in the busiuess center of the town and has
one of-tbe largest and best sample rooms in the
state. Free bus in connection with the hotel.

v

-

Several horses from abroad, as well as
Simon Hogenboom,Clymer,
from
this city, are every day in training,
N. Y. ; Gerrit H. Hospers, Orange City,
The rain of Wednesday and Thursday Eighth street, next to the Metz building.
aud
with
fair weather we will have strong
la. Middle Class— Gerrit J. Hekbuis,
was but an omen of good weather next The dimensions will be 22x60 feet, two
competition
and excellent racing next
Holland, Mich.; Albert Van Den Berg,
week— our Fair week.
stories high. When completed Mr. Al- South Holland, 111.; Peter Wayeuberg, Thursday and Friday.
Prof. J. II. Kleinhkksel, of Hope berti will occupy it as au undertakinges- Sioux Centre, la. Junior Class— Albert
tablishment.
The Life Saving Service.
College, is confined to his house by an
H. Strabbing,Graafschap, Mich.; Ralph

concluded to build

VTTBBEL1NK, J. H., Livery aud Sale

will be a credit to the

Kalamazoo, Mich.; Gerard De Jong, Zee-

John Alberti, of Roseland, III., has

twin daughters.

1

Class— Peter Ihrman,

and

to

Mrs. Bacon for a bouquet of very

pretty flowers, the*

most

They

more coming.

-

advertise to produce a realisticfire

scene during the play. Seats for either

:§:

-

however, pioved to belong to tbe Macatawa Park Association but they very gener-

Seventeen of tbe students board with

comer of River
Others have rooms

evening can be secured at Breyman’s

Mr, U. De Vries, on the

three days in advance.

and Twelfth streets.

fragrant of the

ously donated the land back to the original owner for the purpose of building

and

operating a life saving station. Since

and are either keeping "bachelor’shall,”
this time various officials of tbe service
be or else takiug day board with some family. have called here on many errands.' Some
No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall
The boys add considerable to the life and
Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock,on Wednesday
Some of the students of Hope College, told to look for the advertisementof F.
have been to locate the buildings and
evenings, Jan. 20, Feb. 17, March 17, April 14,
bustle on our principal streets.
May 18, June 16, July 14, Aug. 11, Sept. 8, Oct. 18, we understand, have found a "cheap W. Wurzburg of Grand Rapids in this
others for the purpose of making the plan*
Nov. 10, Dec. 8. Bt. John.s days June 24, ana
boarding house” and they invite the bal- issue. It is large and attractive. Mr. W.
for the station.Nothing of a material
Dec. 27.
Fair Notes.
D. L. Botd, W. M.
ance of the students to share their good recognizes the value of tho News as a
nature was done, however, until last fall
0. Bbktjun, Ssc'v.
local advertising medium as well as do
fortune.
It is with pleasurethat we announce
F. 56 A. M.
A Regular Communicationof Unitt Lodok, year.

The

readers of the

several other

Knights of Labor.

News need not

Grand Rapids

when

business

Those of our citizens who desire to see
of Holland City,
meet in Odd Fellows’ Hail every week. All com- a curiosity can do so by looking into the
mnnlcationsshould be addressed to
Harmony Assembly,No.

8,719,

27-y

Harxont Lock Box,
Holland, Mich,

K. 0. T. S.
Crescent Tent, No. 63, meets in Odd Fellows
Hall at 7 :30 p. m., on the First and Third Monday
of each month. All Sir Knights are cordiallyinvited to attend. Cheapest Life Insurance Order
known.^Fnll partlcolanijlven on application.

W. A. Hollkt, R. K.

the contract for building the station

that nearly everything is in readinessfor was let to a firm of contractors from

Man-

houses but the editor of this paper does the Fair. The Pomological and Agricul
istee and work on the building was comnot approve of inserting “ads” of outside tural Halls are finished. All the stables
menced and prosecuted all winter and unyard of Mr. Henry Werkman, who lives merchants as it but tends to break down
and sheds for the stock and horses, and til the station was accepted by the governon Eleventh street. He has an apple tree "home trade.” We have to live, however,
the machinery department are ready, and ment this summer. It is now In working
which is in full blossom.
and in order to do so occasionally are the log house is built The race track is operation and is one of the finest on the
We are Informed that Mr. W. S. Moffat, obliged to take foreign businesssuch as in excellent conditionand everything is lake and was fully described in the News
the "ad.” in question. If any of our in keeping with it The entriesare being some months ago.
of Saugatuck, recently picked fifty baskets
citizens must buy goods away from home made with the Secretaryat a rapid rate
Tbe Holland station is in charge of
of peaches from one Richmond peach
and want anything in Mr. Wurzburg’s and judging from present prospects the Capt. Chss. Morton who has had a numtree. This is consideredby fruit growers
line they certainly can find no better display in every departmentwill be
ber of years experience in the service at
as a remarkable big yield.
house to deal with in Western Michigan. double that of last year. AU we now
St. Joseph and who is a pleasant and affable
The re-union of the 1st Reg. Mich. Enneed Is fair weather to make the enter gentleman as well as a brave and courageThe Storm.
gineers will be held in Lansing on the
prise a perfect success.
ous man. His salary is $700 per annum
‘

©ut

WM
4

Parfeftjs.

Produce, Etc.

14th of October next. Several members

(WHOLESALE.)

K/1—

The most severe storm

that has ever

of the regiment in this city have signified visited this locality came last Thursday
{Correctid every Friday by E. J. Barrington.)
Apples, 25c; Beans, $1.00; Butter, 15 cts;
their intention of attending.
night and Friday morning.
storm
Eggs, 12c; Honey, 12c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes
85c to 40c.
was accompanied by a continual lightning

The

utail.

Ladies, L.

Apples. 80, 85c; Beans, $1.25; Bntter, 17c; Bgns
12c; Honey, 14c; Onlons.eOc;PoUtoes, 40c to 50c

have the

&

S. Van den Berge & Co. and the rain poured down In torrents.

finest stock of Millinerythey

have bought in some years and they

Grain, Paid, Etc.
(WHOLESALE.)

extent that the tannery of the Cappon&
and see them through sev- Bertsch Leather Company was obliged to
eral Special Notices in this Issue.
suspend operations on Friday. The water
vite

you

to call

(Corrected every Friday by W. B froth.)
Bnckwheat, 40c; Bran, S 100 lbs., 70c; Barley
V cwv,$l. 10, Clover seed, V ba.$4.00; Corn Meal
f cwt, 1.00c; Com, shelled, 45; Floor, Last Wednesday morning Candidate
$4.20; Fine Corn Meal, W 100 t>sM $1.40; Feed, «
Yaple passed through thia city on his way
ton. $20.00;Feed, V 100 U., 1.05c; Hay. $8.50,
Middlings. V 100 lbs., 75c; Oats, 28 ctsj Pearl to Grand Haven. Quite a number of
Barley, V 100 lw.. $6.00; Rye, 45c,; Timothy
Seed, $2.00; Wheat, white, 70c; Red Wit*, 70c; prominent democrats met him at the train
Lancaster Red, 79c. Com, ear, 40c.
and gave him a hearty reception.

stasis.
UTAH.

Meal, ft 1—

J.

W. Bosman

___

liit __________

boilen and

was

The

enflae

_____________

...

from time to time, announced, in

tory and

water ran into the liquor vats and spoiled such

duty twenty-four

control of the station is in his

a

it

la only with this In

house

Is

mind

terri-

that

now earned to be erected

man, Andrew Miller, St. Joseph;

4th

city.

The the

Pioneers’ Department. Again

mas,

William Robinson, Whitehall; 5th man,

William Baker, Holland; 6th

material to the amount of $2,000. Light- on the beautiful grounds of the society for Charles Paget, St. Joseph; 7th mao,

we Smith, Holland. The numbara

MS,
John

of the

Den Uyl was damaged to the would urge all those who can display any- men run Id accordancewith their experiextent of $75. The chimney on the thing which was In use by the early set- ence and their promotionIs from one
boose of John Dinkeloo was knocked off. tiers, and also all those who are in number to another nnd la made according
The house of W. H. Finch wu alio struck poeeMtlon of any article of special interest to their proficiency In the service. The
and $25 damage reported. The water on account of its age, or history con{Continued on fourth page.)

________________ __________
_____

practicallyon

tends to caU out the ploneec life and its has selected a

so deep in the engine abode of tbe pioneers of this entire

room that it was impossible to run.

is

Pioneers’ Departmentas hereto- hours ever day as the entire charge and

hands. He
crew of seven men, good
relics, (ff the entire territory of this so- and true, men who have a thorough and
ciety. It is not Intended to restrict it to1 competent knowledge as. sailors of tbe
one nationalityor to one locality. The waters of Lake Michigan and who arq a
pioneers of Grand Haven, Sangatnck, credit to their captain. Their names are:
Jamestownand Holland, share alike in 1st man, Angns Morrison,of St. Joseph;
this. The log house is the primitive 2nd man, Adam Weckler, 8t. Joseph; trd
fore,

has received a largo fall house of 8.

---««v,
stock of ready-made clothing and some
$4.60; Fine corn meal. V 100 *>s., $1.60; Feed,
Hsj, gio.'oo, very fine patterns
Patterns for suitings, overcoats,

«

pnt.out the fire in the arches under the

ning struck several places iu the

---

__

Tannery creek was overfloriedto such an

in-

and he

The

____________

,

.

FOLT^ND CITY. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.
At Irvington-on-the-Hudson.
George J.
Gould, eldest son of Jay Gould, (he milwas united in marriage to Miss
Edith Kingdon, the actress,who arrived
from Europe a few hours previous to the
ceremony.... New York dispatch: “James
G. Blaine Jr. has returned to this city and
rejoined his bride. After their marriage
the young couple went to Boston, where
they remained two days. Young Blaine
then qtartyd for his home, while his bride
returned to this city. Mr. J. G. Blaine has
pardoned his son, and has given him a
liberal allowance to spend during the
honeymoon."
At Hartford, Conn., the memorial arch,
lionaire,

erected in honor of the soldiersand sailors

public, who went to Charlestonfor the
purpose of examining the situation of
affairs, has issued an appeal to members of
the Grand Army of the Republic,in which
he requests department commanders to
call upon each post in their department to
appoint committeesto collect subscriptions
to the relief fund. The money collectedis
to be transmitted to headquarters, whence
it wiH be sent to the Mayor of Charleston.

ADDITIONAL NEWS.
Dr. Gasewell,
Illinois, has

BROTHER AGAINST BROTHER.
State Veterinarian of

discoveredplenro-pnenmonia

E. C. MoFetridge, Republican, Second
An ExtraordinaryRace for Governor
Wisconsin; Justin R. Whiting, Demo- among distillerycattle in and about Chiin Progresi in Tennescrat - Greenbacker,Seventh Michigan; cago. Strict quarantine has been estabIves .Dungan, Democrat, Eleventh lished,and there is every probabilitythat
see.
Ohio; J. J. Pngoley, Republican, nearly three thousand beeves will be
Twelfth Ohio; R. M. Murray, Democrat, slaughtered — Martin Irons was arrested
An avalanohe of stone crashed down the Third Ohio; Gen. Jasper Packard, Re- at Kansas City and taken to St. Louis to Playing the Fiddle Together After Public
mountain sida upon the home of Leslie publican,ThirteenthIndiana;Wilbur T. answer to an indictment for complicity in
Speaking— “An Insult to One an
Sanders, Republican,Montana Territory;
Cummins, in Jackson County, West Vir- O. B. Thomas, Republican,Seventh Wis- tapping the private wire running into
Vice
President
Hoxie’s
residence....
Insult to Both."
ginia. Frank Cummins and Edward consin; Sherwood Dixon, Democrat, SevC. S. Hayes, editor of tbe Traver (Cal.)
Jenks, the hired man, were killed, as were
enth Illinois; W. W. Adler, Prohibitionist,
also five horses. Two childrenwere so
Fourteenth Illinois. . .An Augusta (Me.)
badly crushed that they can not recover.
dispatch says that official electionreturns
The house and bams were smashed to from 472 towns are ns follows: Bodwell,
kindling wood.
Republican,68,115; Edwards, Democrat,
General S. W. Crawford, who went 54,764; Clark, Prohibitionist,3,839;
.

immediatelyafter the earth- scattering,192. Bodwell’s plurality,
13,351; Bodwell’smajority 9,493....
quake, has returnedto Washington. He
The National Anti- Saloon Republican
says that the most pressing need in the afConvention,held in Chicago last week,
flicted city just now is among the small
had nearlv two hundred delegates,repreproperty-holders,whose little homos have
senting eighteen States. Senator Blair
been destroyed. These people are utterly
unable to repair their ruined dwellings was made temporary Chairman, and announced that they met to organize for the
unless it be by mortgaging or. otherwise
kiciimberingthe properly to an extent destruction of the rum traffic throughout
the country. Ex- Senator Windom was
that would in most cases be a virtual transelected permanent President. Resolutions
were adopted demanding that the Republican party take a decided stand as the
enemy of the saloon, and favoring legislaThe conscience fund of the Federal tion by Congress to prohibit the manufactto Charleston

fer.

_

Tidings, while chatting with his betrothed,

Miss Lulu Smith, in the house of Dr.
Lovelace, of Lemoore, Cal., was shot and

[Chattanoogaspecial.)

The campaign in Tennessee this fall is
instantlykilled by some unknown person, most remarkable. Nothing like it was ever
who in the darkness m inaged to escape. seen before in the politicsof any country.

The

shot was tired through a street wireTwo brothers, Bobert and Alfred Taylor,
screen door, near which Hayes was sitting.
are
rival candidates for the Governorship,
A lover, who was jealous of Hayes’ attentionto Mis* Sin th, bus been arrested on 'i hey are making the canvass together.
suspicion.
"Bob,” as he is universallycalled, is the

The

case of The United States vs.

The

Bell Telephone Company was begun Sept.

20 at Cincinnati, Circuit Judge Jackson
and District Judges Sage and Wflker oecupying the bench. Argument was begun
against the jurisdictionof the court. ExSenator Thurman and ex- Senator Joseph
E. McDonald are opposingcounsel in the
case. Mr. Thmnnn was serenaded at
Columbus, and in a speech said: "I shall
ure or sale of liquor in the Territories.
never again hold office— never be able to
Mr. McFetridoe declines the Repub- reward friends or punish foes.”
lican nomination for Congress from the
CommissionerOberly, in a brief card,
Second Wisconsin District ____ The total says a distinguished advocate of civil -servvote of Arkansas in the September election
ice reform in New York has begged him to
foots up 143,000. The Democratic majority is 37,000. The Legislaturestands: end his controversy with Dorman B. Eaton,
House, 90 Democrats, 67 Republicans, 3 and therefore be will not expose what ho
Wheelers. Senate, 37 Democrats, 5 Re- calls Mr. Eaton's “many misstatements of
fact* and perversions of the record." ____
publicans and Wheeleis. »
The otfic al returns from Maine give liodwell (Rep.), for Governor,12,85(1majority
INDUSTBIAL NOTES.
over the Democraticcandidate.
The building strike at Detroit is over.
E. P. Wilson, at present commissioner

candidate of the Democracy, and Alf

is

the

standard-bearer of the Republicans. Usually a politicalcontest in

Tennessee is a

series of personal invectivelong drawn out,

and often the issues of the campaign are

lost sight of. The campaign this fall, howof the war was dedicatedwith imposing
ever, has all the points of a very fine comservices and a grand parade. General
Joseph B. Hawley delivered the address.
edy. If it could be reproduced on the
.... Seven Governors of Stales and Represtage with one-quafterof tho realism of
treasuryhas been increased by a contribusentativesof three others met at Philadelth e originalcontest,it would be bound to
phia to arrange for the celebrationof the tion of $G77 from New York, the amount
of
an
error
recently
discovered
in
the
payhave
a long rim. The brothersare on the
centennial anniversary of the promulgation
of the National Constitution, which will ment of internal revenue tax ____ It is held
best of terms, and are constantly chaffing
that the schedule of fees fixed in 1867 for
take place September 17, 1887.
and joking each other, to the amusement
The accounts of Deputy CollectorSmith, attorneys and agents prosecutingclaims
of
the crowds that follow thorn wherever
before the Treasury Department is still in
who was recently deposed from the Now force. Tjtis protects widows and children
they go. They belong to one of the best
York Custom House, were found to be of soldiers from extortion by claim agents.
families in Tennessee, and both have a
over $5,000 short ____ The nephews of
Acting Secretary Fairchild has
natural gift of oratory.
Samuel J. Tildon have concluded to con- issued a call for $15,000,000 of 3 per cent,
Alf Taylor has been playing a sly game
test the clause of the stateman’s will creatbonds. What is commonly known as the
on his brother. He has left two or three
ing a trust for New York Citv ____ A slugvoluntary bond call, or the circular of Aug.
politicalmeetings early on account of his
ging match between John L. Sullivan and
30, issued by the Treasury Department,
weak voice and furnished dance music for
Frank Hearld came off at AlleghenyCity.
The
stonecuttersand bricklayers have reof three railway associations, will next parties. Both of the brothers are fair muoffering to redeem uncalled 3 per cent,
The fight was short and vicious, the event
sumed
work.
bonds to the amount of $10,000,000 if premonth become General Passenger Agent of sicians and know how to handle a violin.
being stopped by the police during the
sented before Sept. 15, has been so modiThe Labor Congress in session at Toron- the Northwestern Road, R. S. Hair having Bob got onto his brother's dodge very soon,
second round. The referee awarded the
fied as to offer to redeem, until further nohowever, and retaliatedby, visitinghalf of
to protested against the Government plac- resigned.
fight to Sullivan,who gave ample evidence
tice, all 3 per cent, bonds presented at the
that he could have knocked Hearld out.
ing
the
results of convict labor on the
Seven hundred men employed in the the houses along their route, kissing the
Treasury at par, and with accrued interest
babies and promising them all birthday
market ..... The miners in the Oakhill pits, woolen mills ot Seville, Scofield, Sou Sc
up to the date of redemption.
presents when they grew up. These side
near Brazil, Ind., went on a strike. The
Secretary Whitney has issued to the trouble grew out of some alleged light- Co., in Philadelphia, struck for an advance issues, so to speak, began to tell on the
It is said on the authorityof a Cincin- assignees of John Roach, in full payment
constitutionsof the brothers, and a comweight scales,and 150 men left their picks of 15 per cent, in wages.
promise has been arrange d. Bob is to stop
nati priest that Pope Leo has ordered that of all claims for the Dolphin and Puritan, and shovels....There was 183 failures in
Cai’T. Abbey, commandingthe revenue
kissing the babies unless Alf is present and
the United States last week, against 153 the
the $4,000,000 owed by the late Archbishop a warrant for $45,000.
steamer Corwin, reports that he has taken can come in for bis share of the glory, and
previous
week,
148
in
1885,
305
in
1884,
Purcell be paid within five years. Several
It is reported from Washington that 177 in 1883, and 1*39 in 1882. The total to Nanai Nio, B. C., twenty-two British also agrees not to speak quite so loud or
conferences of the Bishops of the Cincinlong until his voice gets into better condinati diocese have been held in the last Secretary Manning will go to Austria as failures in the United States this year are seamen released from seized sealers, and
tion. In addition Bob says he will not
that
the
master
and
mates
of
the
captured
7,187,
against
8,193
in
a
like
period
in
three months, at which the subject of the United States Minister instead of returning
mention Cleveland'scivil-servicepolicy
1885.
craft have been convicted and sentenced to
debt has been considered, but no satisfac- to the TreasuryDepartment.
again during the campaign. For these contines
or
imprisonment,
or
both.
tory basis of settlement has been
cessions Alf has agreed to stop fiddling exPOLITICAL.
agreed upon. .. .Julius
A
A New York paper reports that a keeper cept in duets with his brother.
Co., wholesale clothiers
San
Four hundred and sixty Chiricahua and in the Kings County Insane Asylum placed
But as the violin has been introduced
FranciflC. have made an assignment The Wisconsin Labor party assembled
into the canvass they find that they cannot
with lia^Ses estimated at between $750,- in State Convention at Neenah, and nom- Warm Spring Apaches have been trans- a helpless lunatic in a bath of boiling
put it out. Everywhere they go they are
000 and $1,000,000. .. .Robbers blew up inated an out-and-out labor ticket, consti- ported by the Government from Arizona to water, so that when the unfortunate man,
compelled
to take their violins with them
the farm-houseof John W. Shryock, near tuted as follows: Governor,Colonel John Florida. Three companies of infantry who screamed horribly,was taken out, his
and play a shake- down after the regular
Olney, 111,, and escaped with $1,400 in D. Cochrane; Lieutenant Governor, George guarded the special train conveyingthem. flesh was parboiled, resulting in death in a
meeting of the night is over. The brothers’
money, ufto'’ "Noting Mr. Shryock in the A. Lloyd; Seoretary of State, J. P. More than half the party are squaws and short time. The keeper has been arrested.
duet played at the Read5 House here last
children.
leg.
. .n^r Chetek, Wis., a farmer named
Colonel Dupars writes from Havre evening was a very amusing sight. The
Jaspereon: State treasurer, Frederick
Upsold killed his wife with a razor and Hoenig; Attorney General, John E. ThomThe Society of the Army of the Ten- that the French Government will take no parlors were crowded, and the two brothers
hanged himself with a bed-cord.
as; Railroad Commissioner, Henry Zinn; nessee held its annual reunion at Rock
steps toward the repeal of the decree sat close together, surrounded by their
Joliet, HI., was swept by a cyclone Superintendent of Public Institutions,
Island, 111., last week. The society elected against American pork ...The American adherents. “Dixie,” “Star-SpangledBanwhich demolishedfifteen or twenty houses. J. K. McGregor; Insurance Commis- General Sherman President, and decided
ner,” “Old Keutncky Home,” and selections
Consul at Trieste reports that Russian pe- from the “ Mikado" weie rendered in fine
sioner, Rittner Stephens. The platform
to meet next year at Detroit. A resolution
Despite this frightful dostructienof propdeclares that the use of violence in any
troleum is crowding out the Pennsylvania style. It was impossible, amid the shouts
erty not a person was fatally hurt. Every- form to settle disputes is utterly unjustifi- was adopted callingfor the appointmentof
product an account of the lower prices ____
of laughterand applause,to say which
body seemed to be aware of the approach able in a civilizedcommunity, whether ad- a committeeto consider the advisabilityof
A
regiment of infantry, with a number was the bettor man with the bow.
selecting
a
permanent
headquarters
and
of the cyclone some minutes before vised by fanatical anarchists or pracof men from two cavaliy regiments, in
At Cleveland, Tenn., last week, the
it struck the city, and secured their ticed by corrupt politicians; favors the choosing a central place for holding the
all numbering about three hundred, brothersaddressed the largest meeting of
safety by fleeing to their cellars. Government controlof money, land, means annual sessions.
attempted
revolution at Madrid. the campaign. This is a Republican strongThe cyclone came from the south- of communication, and public improve- The American Agricultural and Dairy They deserted their barrracks,after hold, and Alf was in high feather. But
west straight up the Desplainos River. ment; advocateslabor bureaus, conducted Association held its seventh annual convenbeating their officers and wounding three, Bob's followers made up in shooting what
Constant flashes of lightning lit up the sky in the interestsof the whole people; the
tion in Philadelphia last week. The memand marched in two bodies through the they lacked in numbers. While waiting to
so that the funnel-shaped monster could bo simplification
of laws to but one on each bers characterizedthe passage of the oleo- town, being joined eu route by many ci- board the train at Athens for Clevelanda
plainly seen as it came whirling toward the subject; arbitration in place of strikes;
margarine bill as the greatestvictory ever vilians. One body went to the Prado, crowd gathered around the station.The
city with a roar like a hundred locomotives the prohibitionof child and convict
won for the farmers. The protection of where 2,00(1 troops were quartered, whom sun was hot, and tho brothers sought the
blowing off steam. The air was filled with labor; a graduated income tax; the amendAmerican industrieswas demanded. Pres- the revolutionistsexpected to join them. shade of a neighboringtree. Here the
boards, limbs of trees, sections of roofs, ment of the patent laws so as to give labor
ident Cleveland wrote a letter expressing The other body went hurrahingthrough crowd followed them, and the jokes flew
and pieces of heavy timber. A bridge a part of the benefit of labor-saving regret that he could not be present ..... A
pretty thick. “Alf,” said Bob, “would be
center of Madrid, calling on the peowas picked up bodily and deposited inventions, and to prevent monopolies; specialagent of the Treasury Department the
ple to join in the revolution,crying lost if it was not for his little tariff and
almost intact two blocks away. A the forfeiture of all land grants, and the who recentlyreturned from Alaska says the
Blair bill.” “Yon don't want to come out
“Live the republic!”and making all kinds
heavy grindstonewas blown 250 feet. abolition of alien ownership in lands;
master of the seized British vessel Onward of threats against the monarchy. The too strong about our Mexican diplomacy,”
Pieces of houses wore earned a quarter of a Government loan of money, nnd
admitted having killed his catch of seal insurgents attempted to secure pos- retorted Alf. “You must be referring to
a mile. A large number of houses were a rigid enforcement of the law against
along the shores of the islands.
session of the arsenals,books, and Mr. Blaine’s guano contracts,”said Bob,
more or less moved from their foundations the importation of foreign labor ____
barracks,which they attacked with open good-naturedly.
and wrenched out of shape, many of them The PennsylvaniaGreenback- Labor Con“But what are you going to do with the
fire, but all these places were well and sucwith great patches of shingles missing from vention at Harrisburg was presided over by
cessfullydefended, and the rebels were re- public domain, Bob?” asked Alf, winking
their roofs. Telegraph poles were twisted Congressman Brumm. A resolution deCholera is gaining ground in Austria pulsed. Finally, their reverses drawing slyly to the crowd. “Sell it and educate
off like pipestems, and the streets block- claringthat the conventionshould not afand Italy. The disease is still at Seoul, them together, the insurgents attacked and those 400,000 ignorant Tennesseechildren
aded with a mass of tangled wires. Nu- filiatewith any other party or indorse any
got possession of the Southern Railway. you are always talking about.”
merous holes were scooped out of the hard other candidates was adopted with a shout, Corea. In July there were 38,600 fatal
At this moment a hardy mountaineerapAfter a short fight at the rtfllway the loyal
cases out of a population of 250,000. At
navel streets. Eye-witnesses say that these after which the following ticket was nomtroops dislodged the revolutionists,who proached on the scene. He approachedAlf
Shinshu
5,000
and
at Torai 6,000 deaths in
holes were made by balls of electricity,or inated: Governor, Robert J. Houston;
and said: “I want a place under the next
one month are reported ____ Japan advices dispersed into the country.
fire, which bounded along the ground durLieutenant Governor, John Parker; AuditGovernor.” But before he could reply Bob
say that the total number of cholera cases
ing the rush of the cyclone. Great trees or, General Daniel S. Early; Secretary of
spoke up: “Here be is; what can I do for
in
Japan
since its first appearance this
were torn up, and their bodies InternalAffairs, Seth H. Hoagland; Conyou'!’" The crowd laughed, but Alf got in
year is 59,000, of which 37,000 ended
THE MARKETS,
twisted into every imaginable shape. gressman-at-Large, Dr. C. D. Thompa neat rejoinder by saying: “ ‘A public
fatally
Seven persons were instantly
Numbers of horses and cows were buned son. The platform of the party
NEW YORK.
office is a public trust.’ I cannot promise
killed by the collapseof a suspension
Reeves ..........................
»4.50 & 5.75
beneath falling barns, and some were bad- demands that the Government shall issue
patronage for votes." Some one rang a
bridge at Ostrau, in Moravia. A squadron Boos ..............................
5.00 $ 5.50
ly crippled.The horse and buggy of all money; that no more bonds be issued by
of
uhlans was riding across when the Wheat-No. 1 White .............86 (<? .86* chestnut bell, nnd a minute later the brothDeputy Sheriff Ward was hitched in front the Government;that all unearned lands be
No. 2 Red ............... • .84 (<$ .86
els were boarding the tiain arm in arm, and
structurefell.
of bis house when the cyclone came, and forfeited; that after 1900 the Government
Corn-No. 2 ....................... 48 & .50
bowing their acknowledgmentsto the
Nottinghamshire
lace
manufacturers
Oath—
White
......................
35
40
after it had passed the horse and buggy had buy all lands held by aliens; that any deed
cheering ciowd.
disappeared, and no trace of it has yet been made by a citizen of the United States to ask their employes to accept a wage-reduc- Pork— New Meaa .................11.25 @11.75
Tbe gathering at Cleveland is typical of
CHICAGO.
found. The damage to property in the city an alien after January, 1887, shall be void, tion of fifty per cent. A lockout is im- Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers 5.00 @ 5.50
what has met the brothers all over the
is estimatedat $75,000, and may exceed and that land held by individualsor minent ____ At Bucharest, in Koumania, an
Good Shipping ......... 4.00 @ 4.75
State. “Remember.” said Squire/Gant, in
Common ............... 3.00 @ 3.50
that sum.
corporationsin excess of 160 acres, assassin shot at M. Bratiano,the Rouintroducing “onr Alf” to the public, “that
Hoos— Shipping Grades ......... 4.50 id 5.25
Frank Buck, a cattle dealer,was gored whether improved or unimproved, shall manian Prime Minister,on the street. The PLOUR-ExtraSpring ............ 4.25 @ 4.75
insult to one of these gentlemen is an
be taxed as cultivated land; de- bullet missed its aim and wounded a mem- Wheat— No. 2 Red ................ 75 @ .75* an
insult to the other,” and this representsthe
to death by a bull at Greenwood, Neb.
Corn-No.
.......................
38
@
.38*
nonnees convict, imported, pauper, and ber of the Chamber of Deputies. The
policy of the campaign. There are no side
One of the animal’s horns was run through heatheu labor; demands a graduated
- an opposi- Oath-No. ....................... 24^(® .25* issues in Tennessee this fall. The quesangry populace nearly wrecked
Bdtteb—
Choice Creamery ...... 23 @ .24
his neck, and every bone above his hips come tax; the recognition of trades unions, tion newspaper office, and vainly endeavFine Dairy .............16 @ .is
tion is simply between Democracy and Rewas broke i. . .George T. Seiter, Assistant orders, and such other organizations,and ored to take the assassin from the hands of Cheese— Full Cream, Cheddar.. .09
.10
publicanism, and both sides feel that the
Full Cream, new ...... A0)^@ .low
Secretary of the Gincinnati Board of Pub- that the Government buy all telegraphs and the authorities.
result will be a true test of each party’s
Egos— Freah ...................... 15
.16)$
lic Works, is under $10,000 bail, charged railroads; favors a practical eight-hour
strength.
Emperor William has recovered from Potatoes— Early Rose, i>er bu.. .02
58
with embezzling$6,000. It is said that the law; the prohibition of child labor; the
Pork— Mohs .....................10.25 @10.75
At Athens another feature was introhis
recent
illness.
..
.Prince
Carlos
of
stealing has been going on for five years, obolition of the contract system in public
MILWAUKEE.
duced into this canvass which promnes to
Wheat—
Cash
....................
73*@
.74*
work;
the
adoption
of
laws
providing
for
Portugal
and
Princess
Louise,
daughter
of
and that other officers are implicated....
become a regular card. Some one alluded
....................... 37 & .38
A dispatch from Nohart, Neb., says that “a the health and safety of workingmen and the Prince of Wales, are betrothed____ The Corn-No.
Oats-No. ...... ................
25 @ .25* to it as the War of the Roses, and the exparty of hunters, including Judge Albert their indemnificationfrom injuries ____ Lancashire master cotton spinners have Rye-No. ........................ 61 @ .52
pressionwas promptly caught up by the
Herrp and Dr. Dinsmore, found a girl of At a State convention of the Missouri Pro- abandoned their proposed attempt to re- Pork-Moss .....................10.00 @10.50
crowd. It furnished the proper campaign
TOLEDO.
18 half-dad and chained to a log in the hibitionists, held at Sedalia, the following duce wages 5 per cent ____ The boat race
insignia.At once the red rose became the
Wheat— No. ..................... 77 @ .78
wall of a dilapidated dng-ont in a lonely ticket was placed in the field: Supreme between William Beach, of Australia,and Corn— No. 2 ....................... 41 @ .42
badge of the Republicans and the white
part of the Indian reservation. The girl Judge, I. B. Orr; Superintendent of Pub- Jacob Gaudaur, of St. Louis, on the Oats — No. .....................26 @ .27
rose the emblem of Democracy. It spread
DETROIT.
was nearly dead of exposure and lic Schools, A. J. Emerson; Railroad Com- Thames, for $1,000 a side, was won by the
like wild fire, and within forty-eight hours
Beep
Cattle
....................
4.00
@5.25
missioner,
J.
F.
Brumer.
The
platform
fonner by four lengths ____ An interesting
hunger. She said that her name was Mary
these historic decorationswere worn in
Hogs
.............................
4.00
@5.25
Lathrop; that she was lured from her home arraigns the Democratic and Republican feature of the late French military maneu- Sheep ............................3.25 @4.25
rosettes from one end of the State to the
at Rhinebeck, Iowa, five weeks ' ago parties and ueges voters not to abandon their vers was the experiment of balloon Wheat— Michigan Red ...........77 @ .78
other. The ladies, too, are flying the
42 @ .43
by her accepted lover on the promise that demands of Congress to suppress the Manor surveying. Surveyors reconnoiter in Corn— No. ............
colors of their choice. So it is now a
Oats—
No.
2
White
...............
30
@
.30*
he would marry her; that after they had trafficwherever it is prohioitedby law; a captive balloon that is connected
double campaign,roses and fiddles, and
ST. LOUIS.
that
a
prohibitory
amendment
be
submitted
with
the
inflation
apparatus
carried
left her home they bad been joined by three
Wheat-No. ..................... 74 @ .75
all canopied over by the best of good-felcart below at
gallop.
.
yonng men; thatwhenshehad been brought to the next Legislature of Missouri, and in
Corn— Mixed ..................... 35
85* lowship and fraternalrivalry.
to the spot where found she hod been that the Sunday laws be enforced. A mob in Belfast gathered around a Oath -Mixed ...................... 25 @ .25*
An incident last night, while the brother*
................10.75 @1125
chained and repeatedly assaulted by the It declares for i woman suffrage.... policemanwho was arresting two drunken Pohk— New Mess CINCINNATI.
weru at Bridgeport, illustrates the spirit of
men nearly every day. A lynching party is Congressionalnominations: William H. men for fighting, and it was with the Wheat— No. 2 Red ...............
77 @ .77* the canvass from the matron’s standpoint.
Neece, Democrat, Eleventh Illinois Dis- greatest difficnlty that the prisoners Corn— No. ....................... 40
42
Dow searching for the three men."
They performed, as usual, and then went
Oats-No.2 ...................... .27 @ >T*
trict; Ralph Plumb, Republican,Eighth were secured. As soon as the barrack
arm in arm to the same bed. As they came,
PoRK-Mess
.....................
10.25
@10.75
Illinois; J. H. Gallinger,Republican, Sec- doors were close behind the prisoners a
NOUTII.
down to breakfast the hotel proprietor’s
ond New Hampshire; Isaac Stephenson, fearful- attack was made upon the build- LIV“ H0°" ........ BUFFALO.' ,1“
wife, a smiling old lady of 60, approached
It is said that not more than twenty white Republican, Ninth Wisconsin; Byron Dunn, ing by the mob. Outside shatters Wheat-No. 1 Hard ..............
83 @ .84
Corn-No. ....................... 4lj$@ .45^ them with a bunch of the rival roses in
families are left in the town of Summer- Republican, Fourth Missouri; Editor Joseph were torn down, and windows were smashed
each hand and said: “Col. Bob and Col.
4.50 @5.25
B. Cheadle, Republican,Ninth Indiana; with brickbatsand paving stones. The Cattle ..........................
INDIANAPOLIS.
Alf, I'm not a politician, and I don't know
ville, 8, G. A shock occurred there on the
Robert M. La Follette, Republican,Third four constables within the barracks fired Bekp Cattle .................... 8.50 @ 5.CO
anything about politics, bat I want you
15th inst. which overthrew a small brick Wisconsin;W. T. Wallace, Greenbacker, eleven rounds, killing one man and wound- Hogs .............................4.25 @5.00
to accept these flowers becanse it makes my
building. At a meeting of the relief com- Tenth Illinois;George H. Lacy, Green- ing several others. In the melee a woman Sheep ............................2.25 @4.00
mittee at Charlestonit was stated tnat backer, Eighth Illinois; John J. Donovan, was wounded and has since died. The Wheat— No. 2 Mixed .............74 a ,7414 mother heart glad to see two brothers making a canvass ogainst each other and yet
it would take at least $1,000,000 to Democrat, Eighth Massachusetts;M. A. cable reports two serious riots in Liverpool. Oats— No. ....................... 27 @ ,28
treating each other as loving as yon two do.
make necessary repairs upon the res- Haynes, Republican, First New Hampshire; One resulted from on encounterbetween
EAST LIBERTY.
Let me see von shake hands before you go.”
idences of the people, who are un- Dr. Stelye, Democrat- Greenbacker,Fifth Orangemen and Nationalists;the other had CATTLE-Best ................... 4.75 @5.25
They took the flowers,shook as desired,
Fair .................... 125 »175
able unaided to repair their homes. Pennsylvania;Martin L. Clardy, Demo- its origin in inflammatoryspeechesat a
Common...... ......... A25 @125
and laughinglytook the train for TnUaEx-Governor Lucius Fairchild,Command- crat, Tenth Missonri; Marshall Parks, Dem- socialist meeting. Many of the rioters Moos.
175 @5.50
homa. where they speak to-night.
er-in-Cbief of the Grand Army of the Re- ocrat, Second Virginia; W. H. Forney, were arrested.
Sheep ...........
8.75 @125
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ROUNDS’ SUCCESSOR.

A CLOSE CALL.

DEATH ON THE

RAIL.

MrcHIGANAFFAIBS.

. RANDOLPH OF ROANOKE.
Two New and

Characteristic Anecdote* of

— Hudson banks will be open from 9 •*

the Celebrated Virginian.

R

Thomas

Scores of Lives Saved by the

Nerve and Coolness of
an Engineer.

Benedict, the
Public Printer.

New

Two

Trains on the Nickel-PlateCome

Together at

a Curve

with

Frightful Results.

Thomas E. Benedict was born

at

War-

wick, Orange Oonnty, N. Y., in 1839. Hil
(Denver BpeoIaLJ

educationwas obtained at the common Eighteen Persons Killed and a Dozen
and at the Warwick Institute. He
or More Desperately Inon the Salt Lake train report an almost engaged in teaching during his early year*,
jured.
miraculous escape from a fearful accident and drifted thenoe into a railroad office,
in the Black canyon yesterday morning. and finally into bookkeeping. He always
Mr. W. F. Wakeman, formerly business had an affinity for printing offices, how[Buffalo telegram.]
The passengers who arrived this morning

schofel

manager of the San Francisco Alta, who
was on the train, thus describes the acci-

ever, and, wherever he lived was sure to be

A Niagara Falls excursion train on the

an industrious correspondentof the local Nickel-PlateRailroad,

from

Ashtabula,

dent:

newspaper. He moved to Ulster County Ohio, collided with a local freight train in
“At about 7:30 o'clockyesterday morning in 1863 as a bookkeeper of the Ulster the cut on the carve jnst cast of Silver
our train, consistingof thirteen cars, drawn Iron Boiling Mill, and in 1870 started Creek, on the morning of the 14th inst.
the Ellenville Press in partnershipwith
by two engines, was coming through the
Lewis Brewer was the engineer of the
canyon at a rate of about twenty miles per
excursion train, dtawn by engine No. 159,

I suddenly felt a shock, then a
series of bumps and jars that convinced me that the train was off
the track. In the rear of the Pullthe private

car of General Superintendent Bancroft,
and attached to his oar was

an

the

Savannah .News sends

observation

car. Here nearly one hundred passengers,
including Mr. Palmer and his Madison
Square Company, en route to Denver, were

killed is as follows:

W. W. Loomis, aged 40, of Erie, P&.

gathered,contemplating the beautifulscenery through which we were passing. The
first jolt frightenedeverybody, and in an
instant a perfect panic prevailed.Ladies
fainted, others became hysterical, while men
blanched with fear, but compelledthe ladies
to remain quiet. Each moment wo expected
to be dashed to pieces against the rocks, or
elrfe be thrown into the canyon below. One
young man named Barnev, a commercial
traveler, was standing on the tfteps at the
time the cars left the track. He became
so thoroughly frightened that he jumped
blindly forward. He was thrown violently against the rocks, and kept bounding
between them and the cars until they were
stopped. The horrible jolting continued
for a distance of nearly three hundred
yards. When the train stopped we carried
Mr. Barney into the cars, and gave him
every possible attentiou. Fortunately, he
had sustained no seriousinjuries internally,
and we patched up his bruises as best we

Emory Stoddard,

aged 54, of Pittsburg, Pa.
\V. N. Stoddard, a son of the above, of Pittsburg, Pa.
Stephen Culverton,Mayor of Waterford,Pa.
John Fleeker, aged 27, Pittsburg, Pa.
David Sharp, of Erie. Pa.
CharlesHirsch, aged HO, of Erie, Pa,
W. W. Hostetler, of Erie, Pa.
John Lythers, supposed to be from Erie, Pa
W. P. Reynolds, Deputy United States Marshal, of Dunkirk, N. Y.
John Myers, uged 28, of Erie, Pa.
Orriu Parkburst,of Mayvillo, N. Y.
John F. Gilbert, of Pittsburg, Pa.
Henry Gebhart, aged 44, of Pittsburg, Pa.
Frank Gebhurt, a son of the above, of Pittsburg, Pa.
John Siefert,of Erie, Pa.
Unknown man, thought to belong to Erie, Pa.
Henry Hike, rescued alive, but who died Iroin
his injuries.

to 4 p. m. after Oct. 1.

—Ann

to that paper two hitherto unpublished
anecdotes of John Randolph, saying at

Arbor proposes to boihl a $24,000

addition to her high school.

the same time that he is no admirer of
—It is said that Lansing’snew high
the “vain, overbearing, haughty, and school rooms are the finest in tho Btate.
petty-minded” Virginian.
—Smith A Filer’s shingle mill, at LudRandolph’s fastidiousnessas to the
ington,
was destroyed by fire. Loss,
use of pure English and the proper application of English words is a matter of
history. It happened that at a social
—Lye from a soap factory «t Jackson
gathering a young gentleman,who had has killed large quantitiesof fish in the
been attached to some legation abroad,
river near by.
made use of the word “classify”in a
—The Seventh-Day Adventisis propose
sense that excited the disapprovalof
Mr. Randolph. He was quick to re- starting a sanitarium at Ann Arbor similar

$6,000.

sent it
“It is extremely unpleasant,”said he,
“to hear careless or ignorantpersons de-

^

to the one at Battle Creek.

—Jefferson Johnson,of Grass Lake, bos

basing the language by a wrong application of words or phrases. Now, sir,
you have used the word classify in a
and William Harria was engineer of the connection that is entirely wrong."
freight train, drawn by engine No. 6. Both
The young attache, dreadfullymortified, colored deeply and retired from
engineers and firemen saved themselves by
jumping. The excursion train consistedof the conversation. There chanced to be
resent a Mr. Harris, a member of the
one baggage-car, one smoker, and eleven
ichmond bar and a relative of the viccoaches. Only those in the smoking-car
tim. Ho took up the cudgels of dewere hurt, it being completely telescoped
fense.
by the baggage-car. The corrected list of
“Really, Mr. Randolph,” he said,

hour.

man, in which I was, was

A reader of

m.

“you are too hard on my young kinsman. I think that his application of
the word was perfectly correct and
proper. "

“Yon think," retorted Randolph,
don’t think you know the meaning of
the word. Pray, sir, what is the mean-

a

squash vine on which are eighty-five

squashes in all degrees of development

—A reunion of tho First Regiment
Michigan Engineers will be held at
Lansing,Oct

—Some

cupied by the Salvation Army at Hillsdale,

and kicked

in the

heads of all the drnme

and smashed the horns.

—A man

approacheda

scissors- grinder at

Jackson, and asked how much be would
charge to sharpen a pocket-knife.“Ten
cents,” was the reply. Tho man then
handed the scissors-grinderaknife containing twenty- four blades.

—An
his

ing of classify?"

14.

person entered the barracks oc-

Adrianite who could not sleep in

bedroom on account of tho heat went

Harris, good- down in the cellar and slept soundly. He
that I can is sleeping, or trying to, again in his bed‘VK
give a technical definition of the word,
room. He is confined to his bed from s
hut I can illustrateits meaning. For fever contracted by sleeping in the cold
instance, I can classify the books of
,
your library by the size of the volumes
his brother. G. H. Benedict. The paper
—There
is
talk
among
tho
celery men
gained a reputation for its vigorous Deor. I can classify the members of the
mocracy,and in i873 the firm purchased
Richmond bar by the initial letter of thin year that the productionand the busiThe Banner of Liberty, which they conness of selling is overdone;at least, that
their names."
ducted as a stanch Democraticweekly,
“I thought so!" said Randolph. “You
mere
market room and a greater number of
A
dozen
or
more
persons
were
seriously
gaining for it a circulationthat extended to
know nothing about it. Suppose I purchasers are needed. Celery is sold low,
injured, some of them so badly as to preevery State and Territory of the Union. In
should classify, as you term it, the and the profits of those who handle it are
1879 Mr. Benedict was elected to the New clude nil hope of recovery.
There are various causes given for the
books of my* library by the size of the
York Legislature,and was re-elected for
collision. Engineer William Harris of the volumes, a pretty mixture I should small and growing smaller.— /uriamazoo
four successive terms, each year by an incould. When the train reached Pueblo he creased majority.There be gained the freight train is blamed. It is said he had make. Or, suppose I should classify Telegraph.
orders to meet the excureion train at Irving.
was turned over to the care of a physician. confidence and friendship of Grover Cleve—Two 12-ycar-oldrufflausamused them(here a sneer) the members of the RichThose of the care off the track were badly land, Daniel Manning, and other leading He failed to obey the instructionsand was
selves last night by throwing n good-natmond
bar
by
the initial letters of their
wrecked, and the escape of dho train from Democrats, and in 1884 was appointed running at full speed when tho crush ocnames? Let us see! There’s Mr. ured coach- dog over the railing of tho
being hurled into the bottom of the canyon Deputy Comptroller,which office he has curred. Trainmen will not talk regarding
Boggs ; he’d stand at the head of the Michigan avenne bridge into the river.
is almost marvelous. The nerve and pressince filled. He is known especially for w ho is to blame. A gentlemanwho was on
list.
God forbid! There's Mr. Wick- The dog shot down toward the water like a
the
train
says
that
tho
freight
train
had
orence of mind of the engineer were all that his executive ability and unblemished inders to go to Silver Creek and the passenham ; he’d stand at the foot of it; a most rocket, and struck squarely on his stomach.
prevented the train from being a wreck on tegrity.
ger train to Irving, which is this side, and improper place for him ! There’s yourthe rocks below, for had the train gone a
He appeared stunned and sankontof sight,
it was these orders that caused tho collision.
few feet further it could not have been
self; Harris. H. H.? Tho Greeks esKNIGHTS’
The excitement among the survivorswas teemed H no letter. We’d place you but finally monogod to swim ashore. Lansaved.”
intense. The scenes in the smoking-car
sing w ants a Bergh, or more moral suasion
nowhere.”
Extending Their Organization Into Eu- were most harrowing. The first warnin
judiciously
minglod v/ilh a club nt home.
The
other
anecdote
is
even
more
unBASE-BALL.
that was given was the slight jar cause
rope— A Cosmopolitan Gathering
by tho heavy pressure of the air brakes. pleasant. One day Randolph was at- —Lansing Republican.
Some of the passengers stirred themselves tacked with a sudden faintness and im—Detroit Free Press : A ticket to the
of Delegates for the Richin their seats, seemingly apprehensive of mediately made up his mind that he Plainwell Fair, Sept. 28 to Oct. 1, inTha Ohampion Chicago Club in the Lead,
mond Convention.
danger. Then came the terrible shock, was about to die. Accordingly lie disand Will Again Fly the Penfollowed by tho smashingof windows and patched his faithfulattendant, Juba, clusive, has been received. Tho notice on
the back is a unique one, and although
the roof of the car, and all was a mass of
with orders to bring him a clergyman.
nant.
On the curious little five- sided brass bleeding and struggling humanity. Men
Juba, diligent though he was, succeeded publishedin the Free. Press each year, it
buttons which designate the wearers as covered with blood were locked in each
only in finding an itinerary preacher, will hear repetition. It roads as follows;
The base-ballseason is nearing the close, Knights of Labor, and which to-day deco- other's arms, while underneath them and
on all sides lay tho poor unfortunates, zealous enough, hut very illiterate. “This thket probably has been PAID FOR
only a few more games remaining to be rate the lapels of thousands of coats, there
crushed out of all human semblance. Randolpli receivedthe reverend gentle- ten times over by the paper to whkh it ha#
played. The champion Chieagos have is a peculiar device which at once attracts The wounded crawled out of the debris, man with great urbanity and offered
been issued. It will be hoaored in tho
proved themselvesthe steady stayers their attention. More conspicuous than any of and were assisted to the neighboring houses. him refreshments.After these had
hands of any man, woman, or child, whit#,
People brought bedding, etc., on which to
friends claimed them to be, and by brilliant the geometric devices which are interwoven
been partaken of he invited his guest to
block,
red, or yellow, who favors the assolay the dead and dying, and did all they
read the Bible to him. The preacher
play in the last few weeks have distanced to make up tho emblem, is a diminutive
could to relieve the suffering until the consented, and proceeded at once to ciation by presenting it. It is good for enall competitors.Nothing but a miracle representationof the globe, which is read- arrivalof medical aid. Mrs. J. H. Sigel,
trance and for grand stand, and the bearer,
can now prevent them retaining the ily understood as emblematical of the wide- of Erie, Pa., a passenger, who was on her suit the action to the word. Directly
if driving, will be entitledto pa^s a team
he mispronounceda word.
championship for another season. The spread scope of the order. The United way to Buffalo, said:
“I beg your pardon," exclaimed the free. This associationrecognizes the fact
I was in the first coach next to tho smokingfollowing table shows the standing of the States, where the Knights first became
sage of Roanoke, "you pronounced that that its splendid success is owing largely,
known, do not by any means represent the car. The passenger train was a huge one, and
League clubs at this writing:
wrong. The proper pronunciation is if not wholly, to tho notices so freely given
boundaries of this dominant labor organi- carried a largo number of excursionists,as well
NATIONAL LKAGUK.
as rogulai- passengers.The first we know of the
it by the press, and while we cannot renGaines Games zation, for within the last two years
collisionwas & terrific crash like an explosion.
Tho parson correctedhimself, apolomany thousands of the mechanics, arti- Nobody was hurt except those in tho smokinglost.
Clubn—
won.
der an equivalentin cwh, wo return our
26
Chicago ................
sans and laborers of the European coun- car. The sight was so horrible that I could not gized, and proceeded with the lecture.
31
Detroit............................... 77
look at it. Not a ingle cur was thrown from the
gratefulthanks.”
tries have been enrolled as Knights of
............... 05
39
track, but the smoker was completely telo- Every one knows how frequently the
Now York ..............
Labor.
The
organization
of
the
windowThe Agricultural College.
............... 58
40
Booped It was a mercy that our car w as not same word is repeated in the Biblical
I'hflrulclpbia ..........
56
glass workers in England and Continental crushed. It wan a narrow escape. One young
IlOhtOll.................
text.
Directly
the unlucky word again
The
annual
report of the State Board of
67
............... 39
St. Ix.iiiw ...............
Europe was the first move on the other man in the smoker saved himself by dropping
Agriculture for 1885 has just been issued
............... 28
76
on the floor and esca|ied with a few bruises. I
occurred.
Kaunas City ...........
side of the water, and it is now claimed
80
did not learn the cause of tho accident, but we
Washington ...........
............... 19
“I told you,” said Randolph, with from the State priming office, and is ready
that there is scarcely one of that craft in
were going very slow, while the freight was
In tho American Associationthe St. the entire world who is not a member of coming at a high rate of speed. Wo were Just asperity,"that you mispronounced that for dis'.ribution.It contains the account#
of the Agricultural College for the fiscal
Louis club has a dead sure thing on the the order. Hence directions to local and one coach-lengthofl the trestle when the col- word, and you have done it again."
year ending September 30, 1885, together
champion flaK. The eight clubs stand as districtassemblies, constitutions and by- lision occurred.Nome of the wounded men were
The clerical gentleman again made with the reports of the President and ether'
taken to different houses, and one of the coaches
shown below:
laws, and the various other pamphlets was turned into a hospital.In another couch due correction, apologized, and proofficers of the college. The papers that'
Won.
ClubsLost
which are necessary to carry on the diveni- tho dead were placed.
ceeded. Randolph watched and di- have neen issued as bulletins during the*
40
fit. Louis....
fied business,have to be translated into a
08
63
Pittsburg.............................
rectly the unhappy word was about to year aluo appear in the report, ns experi' There were many horrible features conscore or more of different languages, and
Hrookiyn....
67
ments on ensilage ami the ripening of
nected with tho accident. Two of the men
turn up once more.
64
Louisville... ........................
68
more than one of the progressive members
wheat have been reprintedfrom former;
in the smoking-car had their heads pro"Stop!"
screamed
he
in
his
high
•Cincinnati...
64
of the Executive Board are looking hope63
Athletic .....
truding from the car windows when the treble, "stop!" lay aside the book. I’d repoits. These papers, with the report of'
fully forward to the day when the rumitica69
Motro)>olituu
the State AgriculturalSociety,make avolcollisionoccurred. Tho head of one of
rather go to h— 1 and be d— d than to
tious of the order will include even
Baltimore...
74
nine of nearly 300 page*.
these was cut completely off, and the head
the nations of the far East, and of the other man was nearly severed from hear you mispronounce that word
Owing to delay in printing reporOfftho;
the linguistic catalogueof the General
again !”
Rase-nAllNotes.
papers read at tho Farmers' Institutes of
the body. When the body of the third vicUnlike other clubs, Chicago never Secretary- Treasurerwill include the tea- tim was taken from the wreck his arms and
any year have appeared the following sumWouldn’t Argy.
chest tongue of the Chinese. The managemakes crippled players an excuse for de
mer in the report bearing the date of thei
legs were separatedfrom the trunk, so
ment of all the foreign branches of the
Judge Gaflin discovered old Demps preceding year. In order to bring a better'
feat, and they have their share of mishaps
badly was the body crushed. Dillon, one
order is vested in tho General Executive
us well ns other players.
of tho slightly injured, hud his face and standing near his kitchen window, talk- adjustment between title and contents, as'
Board of this country, and that little body
well as to better carry oat the law regardPresident Spalding, of the Chicago of five men— Bailey, Barry, Hayes, and head completely bathed in the blood of one ing to his cook.
"What are you doing there?" the ing tho repnr.s,the papers read at the inClub: “The Chicago Club will not play Turner, with Powderlyas their Chairman— of the mangled victims.
stituteslast winter ore omitted from tha
Sunday games, and will oppose Sunday wields a power which is felt by laboring
Judge demanded.
rtqmrt, and will appear in the next one,
playing in tho League.”
" ’Versin’ wid de lady, sah. She wuz
men upon both sides of the Atlantic Ocean.
MR. BENEDICT.
which it is expected will be ready lor dismer
wife
’fore
de
wall.”
Ryan, of tho Chieagos, is tne best batter
The annual convention of the order,
tribution in December next.
of tho League youngsters. In sixteen which meets this year in Richmond, Va., Tlie Public Printer Interview* HU Subordi"I can’t help that, I don’t" want you
The tables show the following fnels congames ho made twenty-three hits, with a will be the largestever held, and probably
to come around here.”
nates and Issues a Few Orders.
cerning the financial condition of the coltotal of forty, an average of .352, with a tothe largest that ever will be held, as in fu“W’y so, boss? Whut’s I don’t ter in- lege: By inventory at the close of the last
(Washington telegram ]
ture delegates will be chosen upon a differtal of .591.
terfere
wid yer?”
fiscal year the property at the college ia
As soon as Mr. Benedict look possession
The four weakest batters in the League ent basis of representation. As provided
"You
tramp down the flowers and eat valued at $382,42*2.48. The fund held in
and Associationuie all pitchers,and yet a for under the prebent regulationseach dis- of tho Government Printing Office the sev- all the cold victuals. That’s what vou trust by the State now amounts to*
pitcher stands as high as eighth in the trict assembly is entitled to one representa- eral foremen of tho various departments
$284,788.27, and Here is still duo
do."
League, while a twirlcr actually leads the tive for each 1,000 or majority fractionof were introduced to their new chief. Mr.
"W’v, Judge, how ken I eat yer vid- $1 12,999.62 on purchase money lor land,
1,000 of its membership. The rapid
Association, and another is but three pegs
Benedict,after greeting each one individ- ults ? I ain’t neber lieen in yer kitchen V” so that the into' eat- bonring endowment
growth
of
the
order,
which
is
fast
apbelow him.
amounts to $127,787.89. Ibis fund is deually, addressed them collectively. He
a membershipof 1,000,000,in"Oh, I’ve seen the cook hand out rived from the sale of land given by ConThe averages indicate that the best proaching
creases the number of, delegates to such an announced to them that each one was con- panful after panful. What makes your
gress m 18 .2 for agricultural and meLeague fielding team would be: Pitchers,
extent as to render an annual convention a
tinued in his present position for the time mouth so greasy ?"
chanical colleges.Of the 235,000 acre#
Boyle and Casey; catchers, O’Rourke and
cumbersome and unwieldy body, and to
“Pusperation, sah.”
Bennett, basemen, Farrar, II. Richardson,
given by Congressthere still remain unsold
obviate this difficulty the number of dele- being, or until he should further communiand Denny; short-slop,Force or Glasscock;
“Well, what makes that ham bone 125,000 acres, so that in course of
gates will be reduced by increasingthe con- cate with them; that at as early a moment
outfielders, Harming, Dully, and Fogarty.
time the endowment may equal ov
stick out from under your coat?”
stituency of each representativeto 2,000, or as was practicableho would address to each
The best League balling team according perhaps more. The conventionwill open
“Oh, I sees dat dar ain’t no use exceed a million of dollars.Michigan
some inquiriesrespecting the work in his argyin’ wid yer. I doon min’ argyin’ has shown much more wisdom i» the'
to averages would be: Buffington,Ryan,
on Monday, October 4, and will probably
management of her trns*, and in one of the
division, the property in his hands, etc.,
and Stemmycr, pitchers; Kelly and Ewing, continue for at least fifteen days. Delewid er man dat’s got p’ints an’ gogafy,
catchers; Anson, Myers, and White on the gates will be in attendancefrom all parts and would give directions in detail as to but I woan waste mer href wid er few that have any land left. Most of the
S ates immediately realisedoiv theft1 land,
bases; Glasscock, short- stop; H. Richard- of the United States and Canada. Mexico, tho work. Until such time the system in
usson what ain’t got no reason erbout bnt at such low r.iles that the Maf amount
pusson
son, Hines, and Thompson in the outfield. Central America, and even South America existence under Mr. Bounds would conArkansan Traveler.
him. ”
was small. No income wn* received from
More superstitious notions: Gleason, will send their qvota. European assemblies tiuue in force. Mr. Benedict impressed
this source until I860, and since then it har
upon his assistants that he wanted to avoid
of St. Louis, always comes on tho field will also send representatives,and the conAn Unfortunate Man’s Joke.
mounted np from $59 to $3,060. By the
any interruption or delay in the work of
walking astride the right foul line. Big vention will abow a gatheringof different
the office, lie wanted the work to go for“What
are you doing?” asked Regin- terms of tne trust the principalcan never
Brouthers always lays his gloves in a cer- races, colon, and nationalitiessuch as has
ward smoothly aud expeditiously. Special ald’s wife, as shd saw him lay down be diminished, and neither the | rincipal1
never before been seen in the quiet city of
tain spot while he goes into tho bench or to
vigilancein guarding and protectingpublic the 2-year-old and take up the twin ba- nor interest used for the purchase or repair
the bat, and he allows no one to interfere Richmond.
of any real estate or building.
property and interests was enjoined upon
bies who were crying like good ones.
Daring the last year the Knights of
with them.
The lands still belonging to- the college
the men, and they were urged to be indusLabor
have
made
an
invasion
of the Sooth,
“Only an example in addition,my are distributed in the several counties a#
• - Wizard Shaw bos a peculiar supentL
trious and attentive. They were especially
tion t)iat if he steps in the box from anv and the organization of white and colored requested to be watchful against fire, as a dear,” he, responded wearily.
follows: lO'CO, 2G.874.97; Wexford, 23,“I don’t understand.”
dfftetion but the rear it will hoodoo him; laborers has progressedwith remarkable conflagration now would be peculiarly
860.00; Alcona, 22,120.67; Oscoda. 14,rapidity. Thomas B. Barry, of the Genconsequently,.no matter if he be standi
“I put down one and carry two, that’s 880.79; Ifonlmorencv,7,034.3ft; Manistee,
disaslroua. The foremen were directed to
directly in frqnt of tho bo* when the
report to the rnblic Printer any work that all,” and he began the midnight walk- .6,160; Chebovgan, 5,211.10; Beasie, 4,400.00; Charlevoix, 3,725.09; Otsego,
might reach their desks outside the regular ing-match. — Tid-Biis.
3,704.74; Antrim, 3,200.93; Kalkaska,
order, and were notified not to undertake
sanguine
of
the
beneficial
results
which
book <*obr. .No powdf.on eiuth could inBoston’s Directory is the champion 1,040.68; Alpena, 960; Missaukee, 799.84;.
any work of any kind unless it had the
duco him to enter the box from the sides will follow the organization of the planta- approval of Mr. Benedict.
Grand Traverse, 440; Prewjue Isle, 400.for
tion and mill hands of the South.
or frou*
“Well," returned

Mr.

naturedly.“I don’t know

cellar.

;
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Smiths.

'

ention rocommendedthat a joint convention be held to elect sheriffand Circuit

WILLIAM

ROGERS, Editor.

H.

Court Commissioners.The Democrats
accepted the proposal and invited the

Saturday, Sept. 25, 1886.

Greenbackers to join them, which was
done accoidlngly. In the meantime Dr.

(Continued from
salary of the

men

first

page.)

month

is |50 per

eight months of the year.

The men

for

take

J. Mastenbroek was nominated coroner
unanimouslyand John A. Roost, jr., of
this city was made the choice of the con-

regular drills dally to keep in practice and

vention for Representative from the First

acquire experience in handlingtheir ap-

district.

Winter Stack

Fall and

When the joint convention had
paratus. At present two drills per day assembled JoosVerplankwas nominated
are indulged in with the surf boat and for sheriff by 123 votes out of 157 cast. It
thep there is one drill per week each was declared unanimous. Roswell Lillie,

Arriving by car loads

now ready

is

for inspection.

Wm.

with the shot lines, the flag drill with the of Coopersville, and
N. Angel, of
international code of signals, and the re- Grand Haven, were nominated for Circuit
suscitationdrill by which they revive vic- Court Commissioners by acclamation.

-

wreck. The watches are two

tims from a

West

hours long during the day and four hours

-

Olive,

j

bad weather a
There has been several remarkable esmade continually along the beach capes lately— from frost.... The weather
has been cool, rainy, and business very
for two and one half miles each way.
dull. . .Wheat in this locality is all sowed,
The patrol Is supplied with a pouch in the corn mostly cut, and sowing rye, cutwhich Is a torch which, when exploded, t ng buckwheat, and oddjobs now occupies
shows a red light. In case a craft is dis- the time of the agriculturllsts. ...The
new depot is finished except painting. It
covered displayinga signal, of distress
consists of a neat little waiting room comthe patrol explodes his torch and waves it modiously seated and a very business-like
so that those whose lives are in peril may looking office, where our genial station
&now that they are seen and that help is agent will feel more at home and will
wait upon the traveling public more gracoear. The patrol then hastens back to the
iously than ever. On the north end is a
station and the surf boat is taken to a freight room. Around the building is a
point nearest to the distressedcraft and wide platform or walk.... James Reylaunched' and those on board rescued. In nolds and Burr JJeers have been tending
sick babies for some time, but both are
the tower of the stationa lookout is conreporled as better now.... Mr. Tultlebas
stantly kept who keeps a record of the rented the Cary place and moved there.
passing steamers and vessels and also a Adam Monroe, the recluse, who has occupied the building for some time has
record of the barometer.
removed Into the house formerly owned
The paraphernaliaof the station at by D. Brass, that gentlemen having taken
present comprisesa surf boat constructed possession of the house recentlyvacatet
with especial fitness for riding a rough by Mrs. Aggie Barlow. . .Our postmaster,
George 0. Barlow, has sold his home
sea and carrying heavy loads. Mortars
north of the stationand bouvht the Done
for shooting lines across the surf to a place a mile east on Pigeon River.
wreck on which is run life buoys for con- Elder Rible and and wife took the train
veying persons ashore, life preservers, I uesday afternoon. He went to the Annual Conferenceof the MethodistChurch
rockets, trumpets and other adjuncts of
at Kalamazoo, while Mrs. Rible went to
the service. There is also daily expectec Bailey to visit her parents. .. .We are to
a life boat which is to be a self righter nave a Wesleyan minister here again the
and self bailer and is to be fully equippet con n, winter.... Mn.C.d, has asi.ter
visiting her from Moscow....
are
with lile lines, buoys and other approprisorry that more of our residents are not
ate articles. This boat will complete the going to attend the Fair next week. Peoaccoutrementof the station which is in ple outside of this place will think that
every way equal to any on the lakes and we do not raise anything here on the sand,
but we do. Cone and Robinson raised on
which is a worthy Institution of Uncle
their place forty bushels of potatoeson a
Dam. Everythingabout the premises is a quarter acre of ground. They have
kept scrupulously neat and clean, and the
cr?p8 not >et measured.
Davis

!

long during the night. In
patrol

and we can safely say a better and more attractivestock of Foreign
and Domestic Dry Goods was never seen in this city.

is

’

.

OUR CLOAK DEPARTMENT

,

BEAUTIFUL JACKETS ELEGANT WRAPS

NEW MARKETS,

full

-

For

$2.50, $3.00, $4.00, $5.00

For 5.00, 6 00, 8.00, 10.00
For 5.00, 6.00, 7.00, 8.00

length -

Particular attention is called to our Genuine Seal Plush Sscques which

•

we

offer at $20.00.

.

cannot be had elsewhere.

o 2
j ^
o* p

Children’s Cloaks with Capes as low as *2 00.

We

did not carryover „ny old cloaks from last year. Every Cloak in our Store Is of
the Latest Style, and bavin* bought them early In the season we will
give our customersthe benefit of

We

.

municative to

visitors

in a hearty and

who

aubsequent number

of the

wen.

we

a redish white dent and
are welcomed
ripened early. This amateur farmer is
have

manner. In

cordial

.

Bedell has the best eared piece of corn

attendants are always courteous and com-

VEH/Y LOW EE/ICES.

News we

a

Thn,fhqU

will

give a detailed description of the boats,

It is

OUR DRESS GOODS DEPT.

V

bu8iDeM lhlB season.
Though only 17 years of age he does a big
mans wcrk....M. W. Trumble has ao

Embraces all the Latest Styles and Novelties, both Foreign and Domestic. We have
an immense stock of Combination Dress Goods, as low as 20c. per yard up to the

a

0fJC°ro’ 8,80
lot of
potatoes. He is quiie a model farmer....
U. S. L. 8. S.
Mr. Cady claims to have the best squashes
around here but we will measure with
List of letters remaining in the post- him before be can have the blue ribbon
office at Holland, Mich., Sept. 28rd, 1886:
“H. A.”
mortars, and other appliances used by the

fnaH ?hP n?’ and *D ,Pla,nPre88 Qoods we have all the new fabrics out this season,
n all the newest shades and at all prices, from 10c. to $1.25. We call particular atten tlcn to one lot of yard-wide Diagonal Dress Goods, which we ofler at the extra-

DREsTGro&^FOR
the

Mrs. Edgar H. Hailey, M/s. Louis Dulen-

Tn

,

80,d le88 lhan 35c. We have
fowe^ New York pdces MILLI0N’ aDd «uaranleeour P^ea to be as low as

kerk, Fred, flail, Dan sliaunon,Joseph

Seipp, Alien Welton.

-

-- Wm. Verbkkk, P. M.
“Unless the Holland
tracts in

our

its

Cm

News,

re-

fi.

next issue we shall instruct

to commence proceedings
againat them for libel. The watermelon
attorney

Van Patten & Seas

Have on baud

their Fall

VELVETS AND PLUSHES.

and Winter

Stock of

nr

ne

b?7e 5°

e,e1?an.tline of Striped Velvets

and Plushes and can match all kinds

they charge us with stealing at Johnswas confiscated by other parties and

ville,

we can prove

as

it,

Dress Goods,

we were present at the

time, the stealingwas done.”— Grand

flannels.

Haven Courier-Journal.
Bro. Potts commence

suit at

once and levy damages

Woolen Blankets, Comforters,

watermelons. Then come over here some
night and help, us pay

SHAWLS.

in

We would

you.

like to have a good old time such as our

Our Shawl Department contains

* GENTS’ UNDERWEAR.

boyhood days has never seen— more than LADIES’

K™ “1* SSSti!

two or three hundred times. Be sure and
carryout your expressed intention.We
will arrange program.
.

.

-

- -

all the

'i,”™

S’

“

newest styles In Foreign and Domestic

Sl""

|'*J.

Yarns, Hosiery, Fur Caps,
Flannel Dress Shirts,

DemocraticCounty Convention.

Blankets and Comfortables.

The Democratic Convention was called
to order at 11

o’clock Wednesday morn-

ing by V. W. Seeley, who, after a

marks, nominated

chairman.T.

F.

re-

temporary

C. J. Plaff as

Howe was

few

chosen

sec-

retary. Committees on credentials, permanent organization aud order
and

also

It will positively

FAY YOU

flaving bought our Blanketsbefore the late advance we offer them at last year’s
prices until further notice. Bed Comfortablesin great variety, from 75c. upward.

To examine our stock and compare prices
before purchasingelsewhere.

B

of business

county committee were then ap-

The county committee conijfsls of F. G. Churchill, J. Vau
Putten, Holland; L. Jennisou, Polkton;
B. F. Eames, Grand Haven. The convention then adjournedto 2 o’clock. The
Greenback Convention met at the same
hour, and also took an adjournment. The
officers were Geo. E. Richardson chairman and D. C. Wachs secretary.A committee of five was sent from the Democratic Cohventiou to confer with a like
committee from the GreenbackConvention, which resultedin the following
pointed by the chair.

agreement: :Tbc Democrats to choose the
county treasurer,register of deeds, prose-

G.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Holland,Mich., Sept.

25.

Attention Farmers

40

lbs.

HOSIERY

1886.

Our Underwear was purchased direct from the mills, during April and May, since
which time they have advanred fully 20 per cent. Our prices will remain the same
as last year, as we bought an immense stock and will give customers the benefit.

!

FLOUR

.

OUR STOCK IN GENERAL

—AND—

Never was so large or attractiveand we mean to do a large business
will do it. We have a great many

15 lbs. Bran,

backers to be entitled to

sheriff,

Given

In

But cannot do them justiceIn advertising them, and all we ask is— examine our goods,
get our prices and tbeu judge for yourselves.

second district. In case either should be
they

two
The Demo-

shall determine the nominationby a
thirds vote

in

joint convention.

—AT THE—

F.

W.

cratic conventionthen proceededto ballot
for registerof deeds. R. A.

Hyma

received

the nomination unanimously. J. De

—

Standard Roller

»

trict,

dis-

J. Wasaoq, The GreenbachCon-

•

Hills.

—
Dpelder received the nominationfor
county trewurer.-V. W. Seeley was
unanimouslynominatedby acclamation For White and Fultz Wheat, one
for the office of prosecuting attorney.
lb. less Flour.
The Greenback nominations were: For
clerk, D, 0. Wachs; coroner, R. yt0

Drezer; Representativefrom Second

s

Si

county

to furnish suitablecandidates

LOW PRICES

fS-peoietl IBenr^etins

exchange for

clerk, one coroner and representativefrom

unable

if

AND POLITE ATTENTION

cuting ajtbrncy, one coroner and representative from first district. The Green-

AND UNDERWEAR.

Gor.

"

WURZBURG,

•

..-

S'.

Canal & Orescent Ave.

GRAND RAPIDS,

MICH.,

K1

WAL8H.DK BOO* CO.
Holltpd, Mich., Sept.

18,

1M.

88-tf.

Strictly

One Price Dry Goods House.

- —

T^r

' T

[omcut.l

Common

WWI-Wfl

.1. UF?HIH

.1

-

1

^

FROM CHICAGO fro HOLLAND.

New

.

Holland

of
Commit^

"

SeplSmbirTS'*

Vree—

“”

ptra p.m
12 50 11 00 4 45
Zeeland ..............9 52
11 42 5 27
Uolland ............ 10 05 1 80 11 50
535

a.

Maya, finite,

FP°M MUSKEGON

__

Muskegon, 3rd street
Ferrysburg. ...
Holland .......

Holland .............
Fillmore .........
Hamilton ...........
Allegan .......

been received

Kill

placedontho'ffe1nd 'j800^

1

Sai^

t,“tJ

Jti 1^

>

05
35
45
35

AI.l.RO^N

3
3

Co.

30 10
..... ......
10 25
10 :«
11 05

2U

3 30
4 05

9 05 4 30
9 37 5 05
9 47 5 18
10 05 580

25
15
30
1 00

II
12
12

ScV-HoiS

^

CHI RCHILL

Q.

WEST.
tA.M. }P.M.
•A.M

30
13
11 41
11 52
1 87
1 45
2 15
2 56
3 38
4 20
4 14
5 28
10

tiThe fifrmentaare new,' stylish

6 50
7 16
7 35
7 43
8 52
8 59
9 14
9 40
10 06
10 12
11 00
11 31
11 38
11 50
12 05
12 40

11

KK'.siyirrc'u!
Ladles Yonr Attention

540

,t8 Utle and

5 54
6 10
7 00

stock08* etC* ^ac*'esca^ aD^ i^Pect our

9-.J' P® Hoo reported having moved out of
the Third W ard and therefore was no longer an
alderman -Accepted and the office of alderman,
held by Mr. C, J. De Roo, declared vacant.

SCAN THESE CLOSELY.

The secretary of the Board of Education reported the amount of money necessaryto be
raised by taxation for the public schools of the
city of Holland for the next school year — Ac-

Good Result in Every Case.

A

F. M.
8 30
..... Moran .....
8 01
..... Palms .....
7 41
••-0rark .....
7 34
•• -Newberry...
6 21
..DoHarviRe...
6 14
.••McMillan.. .
6 on
Seney ......
5 15
..... Walsh....
4 49
. Reedsboro .
4 16
...Munlslng... 3 58
• ••Au Train...
3 25
• Rock River..
3 17
...^Onota...
3 06
-Sand River..
2 50
..Marquette 2.
•2 15
Abb.]* [L’ve

A. M.

L«?]t
[Arb
..St. Ignacel..

•

.

.

.

Arr.]

and Satisfaction Guaranteed.

THE BEST

10
12
44
33
48
40
15
38
1 02
12 13
11 50
11 06
10 54
10 89
10 19
89 30

.

50 .. Marqaette ..
40 ...Negannee...
1 55 • •Ishpemlng..
3 05 ... Republic.!.'!
3 10 ..Mlchi
----- camme..
*4 10
L’Anse ....
5 30 ...Houghton...
5 50 ... Hancock ...
6 35 ... Calumet ...
P. M.
[L've

class

first-

6
5
4
4
2
2
2
1

.

1

M.

east,
READ CP.
9 00

12

85
50
00
00

All goods

*

13 45

TienJe«nADd A8Ilrakuhan °8,r|cli Plumes,
Tips and fancy Feathers. We have also a
ful line of novelty bat trimmings such as
plain and fancy Astrakhan,plush, velvet, U. M. JP.M. L’^*] [Ann.
8 00
8
8
10
10

Prices Moderate

pe*"-

tA.M. P. M.

:"1etrolt.

6 05

JP.M.

!

Correct Styles

Stallon Atteut.

TIMS TABLE.
Taking Effect
June 22, 1886.

Bf AD DOWN.

vlJ!:

ordered Issued on the city treasurer for tho sever
ai amounts as recommended.

in all

Imported T rouserings.

p m.

“Mackinaw Short Lino”

9 00

limes OI Holland and
1°

Melton and Kersey Overcoatings
Shades and Weights.

a.m

05

HackiiacS Kaqiette Railroad.

Bitioit,

Van den Berge &

^

The Committee on Poor reported presenting tho
semi-monthlyreport of the director of the poor
and said wmmlttee. recommending $23.00for the
support of the poor for the two weoks ending October 6, 1886, and having rendered temporaryaid
to the amount of $4.00.— Approved and warrants

45 850 10
07 9 17 10
10 9 22 10
45 10 05 11

MERCHANT TAILORS

Mix
a.m. p.m. a.m.

F.

payment:

The Committee on Ways and Means reported
estimates of expenditnreswhich will be required
to be made lh>m the several general fundi of the
city during the flacal year; alao an ordinance makins tha ppnpral annmnrlatlnt.
.u.
ear°1888
lOCW.
** oaiu

7
8
8
8

cTmN®.A^„G-

w.a.

sidewalks, $2.75; J.

J

1 40 12 25
2 05 12 47
10 12 50
3 00 l 25

gote

at

L. &. S.

.

ri

p.m. p.m. p.m. a.m. p.tm.

j'ROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.

large variety of styles^in Ladies,
Misses and Children’s Cloaks has just

for ,treal commissioner,
$1.25; H. Vaupell, atraps and oil.— Allowed and
warrants ordered issued on the City Treasurer
T> r> ni __ ____ ______ _ .....
...
R. B, Werkman presentedbill for Joists furnlshed for new engine
nonse. -Referred
igine honse.—
Referred to the
the
Committee on Public Buildings and Property with

---

05

10

HOLLAND

TO

p.m.

Protection Hose Co. petitioned for an Increase
An entire new line in Infants’ outfit ahi 8
the salariesof members of said company, so
been placed in stock at the store of
that the members might be re-imbursedfor losses
L. & 8. Van den Berge & Co.
incurred at Urea, on wearing apparel.-Refcrred
to
the Committee oc Fire Department.

H^anV-- .W.
-fo r ...W
t h e*&c5P
uswai

855
935
938

p.m.

of

i

6

f

m. p.m. p. m.

30 5 40
80 6 25
6 4G 6 30
7 15 7 10

t5

FROM HOLLAND TO

Cloaks!
A

Aid. Steketee moved to proceed to the regular
order of busines.-Carried,

for

a.

3

Grand Haven ........ 2

guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or Allegan...
Hamilton.
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box. Fillmore..
For sale by \ ates & Kane, Holland, and Holland ..
A. De Kruif, Zeeland. Mich.

1.

The following billa were presented

05
43
3 47
4 15
8

and

A

H. 8. Woodruff,repairing

m. p.m.

Holland ..............10 15
Grand Haven ...7... 11 00
Ferrysburg _____ _____ 1105
Muskegon, 3rd street 11 30

to

\

-AT-

FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON

mg

£pwiat

FINE CASSIMERE SUITINGS.

m p.m

a.

once.

v j

grand

Grand Rapids ....... 900

—

Ruolvtd, further, That the plans, profile,diagram, and estimatesfor said improvement,submitted by Geo. H. Slpp, City Surveyor, and deposited with the City Clerk for public examination, be and the same are hereby approved and
adopted, and said improvement is hereby ordered
i
vt lilt* Lost.
AjvlObtYeas, Ter
A Cl Vree,
v aCC|
in conformity
therewith.—
Harrington, Bangs, De* Merell, and Steketee, 5;

!

GRAND

m.,

t0 Tae'<1“J, 1,1 '80 »'

RmoJck/, That the improvement of that part of
Geo. U. Sipp, City Clerk.
Cedar streetIn the City of Holland, lying between
the center of Twelfth and the center of Sixteenth
streets,
is hereby
ordered 1U
In Ol;«
ac
----- - be
-- and the same av
aavtVM/ WIUUICU
cordtnce with the resolution passed by the Common Council,
1, August
August 24th, 1886,
1886. as follows: That
all that part of Cedar street as aforesaid,be graded
the entire width thereof,pursuant to grade and
To anxious mothers. -Should your baby
profile established by the Common Council, Ausufler with colic use Dr. Bull’s Baby
gust 24th, 18TO. That all stumps be removed, byrup at
3
that the expense and cost of said improvement be
defrayed by specialassessmentupon the land and
To ignore the warnings of an approach
premises abutting upon that part of Cedar street
tnaiar ai altdek is foolhardy. Dr.
as aforesaid,and that the intersectionsof Twelfth,
Thirteenth, Fourteenth, Fifteenth and Sixteenth Bull 8 BaltimorePills taken at once are
streets,with said part of Cedar streetas aforesaid, the best preventive.
be assessed against the City of Holland, and paid
It’s sweet
inhale Drexel’s Bell
from the general fund. That the lots and lands
upon which said special assessment shall be Cologne.
levied,shall be the following: lots 8 and 9, block
53; lots 1 and 12, block 54; lots 1 and 12, block 59;
Buoklen’iArnica Salve.
lots 8 and 9, block 60; lots 4 and 5, block 68; Etf o^
lot 1 and lot 6. block 64: lots 1 except west 5 rods
The
beat
salve in the world for Cuta.
and lot 6 except west 10 rods, block 67 ; lots 4 and
5. block 68, or such sub-divisions oi said lots, Bruiaes Sores, Ulcers, Halt Rheum, Fever
blocks or lands as may be abutting upon said part Sores, Tetter Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
of Cedar street as aforesaid,and also the street inCorns, and all ekin eruptions, and positivetersectionswhere said part of Cedar street crosses
Twelfth. Thirteenth, Fourteenth,Fifteenth, and ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
Sixteenth streets, and the said lands and premises
shall be designated and are hereby declaredto constitute a specialstreet district for the purpose of
specialassessments, to defray the expenseof grading and otherwiseImproving saidjpartofCedar
street as aforesaid,said district to be known as
••South Cedar Street Special Street Assessment
District.”

Stock ofTall Goods

Aou,e

toS;^r

--

1

Oonnoil.

a.m. p.m pttn. a.m.
Chicago ............. 9 00 8 55 955
New Buffalo ........ 11 35 6 10 12 30 725
Holland, Mich., Sept, 21, 1886.
principalla paid, and that both principaland InBenton Harbor ....... 12 30 6 57 1 50 10 15
The Common Council met in regular session
Bangor ...... ........ 1 45 748 255
1 45
and waa called to order by the Mayor.
Grand
Junction ...... 200 8 00 3 17 255
Clerk of the said city be authorized and Instructed
Present: Mayor McBride, Aid. Ter Vree, HarHolland ............. 8 03 8 50 436
5 20
,*n a.n.d execute said bond and negotiate the
rington, Bangs, De Merell, Steketee, Kuite and
p U. p.m. a.m. p.m.
oY^*’ Tef Vree* Herrington,
the Clerk.
Bangs, De Merell,Steketee and Kuite, 6; Nays, 0.
from
to
rapids
Readingof the minutes and the regular order of
By Aid. Kuite—
business were suspended.
Mall. Exp Exp. Exp. Exp.
h?1*1 the enl!rechar8e “nd supervision
Aid, Harringtonmoved that the matter of imengine nouse be left to
p.m. p.m. a.m. a.m. p. m.
to the
the
proving South Cedar Street be taken up.— Carried
Holland .............. 305 8 50 t4 45
10 (fi 5 45
5u,ldlDK8 and Property and
A remonstrancefrom L. Dfe Kraker, Jr. and ?ha?thevehe0?nlhabl|IC
Zeeland .............. 3 13
er Ls «nnJrln,ol„h?r,Z.e(lt0
p[ycure Henry TeRol4 56 10 20 5 55
Adriaan Vele against the improvement of South
Grand Raplda ........ 3 55 930 5 45 11 00
6 35
Cedar Street, as proposed by the Common Coun-Ado'pi,d.“'Cl, pr'ee
cil, was laid npon the taole.
FROM
RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
By Aid. Ter

.*

P. M.
2 00
1 25
12 58
11 50
11 50
10 40
9 20

P.

6

M
10

5 82
5 20
4 III
74 10

9 01

78 15

P.M.*

D. A. Bradford,wholesale paper dealer
of Chattanooga,Tenu., writes that he was
•hiai-u intiu leaves St. Ignacc at 7:00 a
»r.
priatlon hi U for Urn year!**^ the8eDen“aPPr°" seriouslyaffl cted with a severe cold, that rives Marquette 5:30 p.m.; leaves Marquette7:00
The Board of Water Commissioners reported Se^ er. on Ins lungs; had tried many a. m., arrives8t. Ignace 5:55 p. m.
the amount of moneys necessaryto be raised for ireruedle3without benefit. Being inriiiopH Mfr?r.En7.0N?“},)V>
T Co’s boats, with
''eJu,ra' a"0 wand
‘h.e„“‘l? aln^ rePalrlng and running of the to trv Dr. Kind’s Now Hio* ---- ?
«Ced
PnTl?!K^Kd
9rand Rapids
Haptds & Indiana
Indiana
S
ho Detfni? Z n! th? el^nt •Idewheel steamers
o* mo Detroit A Cleveland Steam Navigation comand placed on the general order of the day.
pany for Detroit,Cleveland and all points In the
The marshal reported the collectionof the fol- by use »f a few bottles. Since whlcl
lowing water iund moneys,to-wit:Tapping mains, time be has used It iu his family for
i°“i' •s-»-*«.p.«d coughs and colds with best results This

m

„
m

x.

s the experience of thousands whose
have been saved by this Wonderful

Bond and contract for new engine honse duly

lives

signed was presented and approved.

Discovery. Triel bottles
Kane’i drug store.

«fiin5'*KKley.rl an<l ,Jame8 Huntley protested
h„tfM.acU.°Kn of the counc11 ,n awardingthe
0(fb“ ,dlnK tb® new engine honse to L. Reidse^hi.K
com“u,l«« approved of his sureties
lTiT.,Cii w?,re .notL furnished)according to the
printed notice In the Hollakd Citi News and for

free al

&

Yates

S

th.Tb!e

1nr

TAV* notrrrvAnt*T*

utplifned—Accepted »nd

cept

rail-

WATSON,

R

w

AI T

RN

0eMlrS5«tlnif!!ien1, GenuPa8* A TJckaAgt
Marouette.Mlr.h.

•.sf.

—

l.ld

_

‘oned by C.

7

A O.

*?Pr°,ed
b?
''uu“umBlonen
wa*s
presented
. .

___

flu
^
n^

H.

Sunday. |Dally, except Saturday. 7’

A.

ortp^r'^So',0^10
lhe
e,'c,l°"
^e Common
Council
to
fhi

c,t
L urel0,nt8u
M WhhM.

SlStI nnUPh!r.t0n’Aanc<!ck'
Ca,umel- 8tc., and
^ NorthwesternRailway.
Btandanl—Central time. •Dally. IDa Iv ex-

.

?pon

M

J

,

De Roo

When Baby was sick, we

vacating

next meetingof the council.

By Aid. Ter Vree—

stSftT!!S!,ihestreel commissioner be

Stoves

gave her Caatoria,

When

she was a Child, the cried for Caatoria,

When

she became Mias, she clung to Caatoria,

When

she had Children, ahe gave them Caatoria,

IN THE-

in-

bDllda cross walk across Seventh

d

the^Llp0
depot

mea8tiKldV)f fi8h Btrcet connecting
k
h the platform at the freight

W

PAidm,.?arrln‘Lt0n

moved t0 amend to

ff„\crinfjLb.ndV,rrlea-

refer to

T1,e rc,",“-

By Aid. Ter Vree-

rivelmmSjP”W*1 when

cure

c.%rs1sEa“7&rc.r

ARKET:-:

:-:M

Sbilob’« Cur

for

-AT THE-

Piles! Piles! Piles!

fK.ft.ts^d^o’d';

,re“i cl,iar ,be

By Aid. Kuite—
T,hat lhe vote taken on the resolution
ordt r.ng the Improvement of South Cedar street
be recons dered. -Adopted. Yeas, Ter Vree, Har-

Nay8°0

Do

Murel1,Steketee and Kuite, 6;

Qnestlonbeing called on the mollcn of Aid Ter
the same prevailed. Yeas, Ter Vree. HnrNay8°0 au"8’ 0c Herell,Steketee and Kuite, 6:

Wee

By Aid. Hangs—

Roard

t tty

,,ie
Assessors of the
°r Holland, are hereby instructed to forth-

Dr William’s Indian Pile Oinlment is
he only sure cure for blind, bleeding or
ilcbmg piles ever discovered. It never
fails to cure old chronic cases of long
standing Judge Coone, Maysville, Ky..
says: “Dr. William’s Indian Pile Ointmem cured me after years of sufFering.”
Judge Colfinbury, Cleveland, O., says: "I

SECOND-HAND STORE
OF-

f°UrKl by exPerIenco that Dr.
Villiams Indian Pile Ointment gives immediate and permanent relie!.” We have

r,?.

.

POWDER

hundreds of such testimonials.Do not

rn,i..T,ke® "Pee'®1 assessment roil of •‘South suffer an Instant longer. Sold by drugCedar Street SpecialStreet AssessmentDistrict"
cxpeD,e an(l cost of said Improve- gists at oOc and $1 per box or mailed ou rement of Cedar street ns aforesaid.That In ac- ceipt of price, by lhe

Xr?«C«fW.L,h™eI,r',v|p*ons of
ofd^H.0rtf°.C

lyn?i.f

Title XIX of the
Uolland 11 i9 hereby further

Williams M’fg

---

-----

-

Co., Cleveland, O.

This powder never varies. A marvel of pnritv

v

than the ordinarykinds, and cannot be sold in
competition
with.....
tho multitude
— r'l .
....... — — oflow test,
.voi, short
r
Dhosnhatfl powders.
nowrier*.BnM
nni.. Yn
weight alum or phosphate
Sold only
cans.
Baking Fdwdih Co., 106 VValf-st,

ii

gait Ionite.

Jwj

Ohiowo. and West Michigan Ballway.

FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
Nl’t
Mail Exp. Exp. Mix.
a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m.

45 By Aid. Knite—

Holland .......
10 20 i an 1$ 10
Grand Junction ...... 1187 $18 1$$ 8 05
^ ^eMfwd.Thatthe amount of $1,000 be railedby
the Cite of Uolland, by bond, to defray the ex11 57 $80 140 9 20
Mnaee incurred in the building of the new well for
1 IS 8 18 300 It 00
;.h® waUr woH», “d connecting said well by me*
2 23 405 445 300
tUmpIpewlih pamp and mach^ery, and thepuN 2355*!!":::::: 5 « 640 •7 AS
P-m. p.m.
c^an of ^ ef aa acre oMaad far water work* purP.m.
1

MifiL

.

V-,

& 105 Second Street,

103

Special,Aug. 25. at Grand Haven.

TaMnff Effect Sunday, August 8, 1886.

TOWNS.

cc

m-ML

Coffliission Merchants,

Notice to Teachers.

t«°“L“^Ft8dTor Vree« Harrington,
Bangs, De Merell, Steketee and Kalte, 6; Nays, 0.

SMOKE

The Ottawa County Board of School Examiners
will meet at the following named times and places
FRUITS HUD PRODUCE.
daring the summer and iall of 1886, for the purRepresenting: J. M. Hixson k Co.. San Francisco;
posa of examiningappilcauts for teacher’scertifi*• M. Hixson k Co., Chicago; Hixson,
cates.
Scavey k Co., Kansas City.
Special, Aug. 18th, at Zeeland.
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8nd5, block east ^ of lot 1 and lot (*,
block 64; lot 1 except west 5 rods and lot 6 except
west 10 rods, block 67; loU 4 ana 5, block 58, or
such sub-divisionsof said lots, blocks or lands as
may be abutting upon said part of Cedar atreet as
“•presaid, and also the street Intersections where
.pwm£f Ced8r etrwt crosses Twelfth,Thirteenth, Fomteenth,Fifteenth and Sixteenth
streets,and that the CRy Clerk farnlshea said
Doara of Assessors with atopy of these resoln-
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are requested to be prepared for examination it
school law. For socond grade, in addition to
other branches, bookkeeping and philosophy will
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“No matter for that," pronouncedAunt
and I went to climbing again.—# 7,
PITH AND POINT.
A DANGEROUS BUSINESS.
Sadie. “Wake np, and begin again. Never
Tribune.
despair. Model yourself over again. Don’t A Steeple-Climber Tells How He Became
The Indian trouble— to get enough
Accustomed to His Work.
yon see that this Jack Leonard doesn't
The "Dame with the Camelias*
The Rule of Hospitality.
fire-water.
I think that wae the play;
satisfy our little queen of coquettes? Let’s
With bated breath and upturned True hospitality is a thing that
Sixty in the shade— an old maid,
The houee waa packed from pit to dome
see if we can’trebuild him to suit her royal faces a large crowd stood watching a
With the gallant and the gay,
touches
the
heart and never goes be- under a parasol.
majesty.”
Who had come to aee the tragedy,
man who was slowly ascending the yond the circle of general impulses.
Woman’s greatest glory is her hair,
Jack listened, comprehended,eagerly asAnd while the boon away I
steeple of an up-town church. He Entertainment with the truly hospitable
sented; and whether he went to Norway,
and she should be very economical of
There waa the faint Exqniaite,
seemed to go over the delicate scaffold- man means more than the mere feeding
the sources of the Nile, the Bay of Naples,
it when she is cooking.
With glorea and glaaa anblime;
ing like a snail. The crowd below of the body; it means an interchange
or
the
salmon-fishing,
he
disappeared
withThere waa the grave hiatorian.
There is nothing like prosperity to
And there the man of Rhyme,
out even bidding farewell to Silvestra were expecting every moment to see of son] gifts. Still it should have its
cover
faults, and it may be said that
And the curly Critic,front to front,
Grey.
him fall. When he reached the end of laws, as all things good must have laws
To aee the play of Crime.
money covers more than charity.
“How very eccentric of him," thought the scaffolding, and stood upon a piece to govern them.
Miss Grey. “But, after all, it’s just like of framework that looked in the distance
“It’s a poor rule that won’t work
Twaa that of a girl whom I had known
The obligationto be hospitable is a
In the anmmer long ago
dear, fanny old Jack.”
as if it was about a foot square, he sacred one, emphasized by every moral both ways,” exclaimed the bov, as ho
When her breath waa like the new-mown hay
And then she forgot all abont him.
leaned far over and shouted something code known to the world, and a prac- threw the ferrule at the schoolmaster’s,
Or the aweeteat flower* that grow
When Aunt Sadie Leonard opened her
When her heart waa light and her tool waa
to another workman about half way tical outcome of the second great com- head.
little house in Kensington to society the
white
The man who is pinched for timeAa the winter'! driven mow.
year after, she had several nnnsnal attrac- down. The spectatorsshuddered,but mandment.
tions— Lady Rosetta Amvllard, of Amyllard could not take their eyes from the little
There
should
never
be
a
guest in the when running to catch a train is to bo
Would the had wad tome countryclown
Park, in Dorsetshire, who had written a climber, who had left the scaffolding house whose presence requires any pitied if he is also pinched by*his shoes.
Before the Inekleaa day
book; Sir Hardy Hardiland, of Australia, and was still going up the steqple. considerable change in the domestic —Boston Courier.
When her con tin came to that lowly home—
Her cone in RichardMay,
and Cnpt. Giacopo Leonard!, of Venice— When he reached the top he remained
“Always aim a little higher than the
With hia city air* and handaome eye*,
to introduce to the world. And as Miss
for a few minutes, examined the steeple
To lead her aonl aatray I
mark,"
is good advice. We always do,
However
much
the
circumstances
of
Leonard held in her white, wrinkled little
on every side, and then retraced his business or mutual interestsmay de- but the confounded old hammer will
hand the golden key which unlocks the
And there the cat with her great brown eyea,
They wore a troubled look
gates of society, the distinguished for- steps. When he got safely back to the mand entertaininga stranger, he should persist in hitting the thumb nail instead;
And I read the hiatory of her life
scaffold he waved his hand to the peo- never be taken into the family circle of the shingle nail.
eigners had a very pleasant time.
Aa if it were an open book
ple, and smiled. He went to the top of unless he is known to be wholly worthy
The
Captain
was
tall
and
dark,
not
unAnd caw her 8onl, like a elimy thing
An advertisement reads : “Wanted, a
like what poor Jack Leonard had been two the steeple several times in the course of a place in the sanctum sanctorum
In the bottom of a brook.
young man to be partly out of doors
years ago.
of an hour, and every time a crowd of a social life; but when once a man is
and partly behind the counter,”and the
There ahe aat in her rustling Bilk,
“Yes, I think it’s likely there is a resem- gathered.
With diamond* on her wriat,
admitted to the home firesidehe should Cleveland Leader asks, “What will bo
blance,”
calmly
observed
Aunt
Sadie,
when
And on her brow a slender thread
“You think it hazardous?”said the be treated as if the’placehad been his
the result when the door slams?"—
Silvestra Grey noted it. “The Leonardis
Of pearl and amethyst
steeple- climber to a reporter when he
always.
"A cheat a gilded grief I" I said,
Texas Siftings.
are distantrelatives of ours. Poor Jack!
came down to the ground. Though he
And my eyes were filled with mist
The fact of an invitation gives neither
1 wish he was here to-day.”
Rusticus— How in thunder do I get
“Yes,” said Silvestra,slightly softening; looked so small when in the air, he was host or guest the right to be master of up stairs in this building? Janitor
I could not see the players play,
I heard the mualc moan
“Jack was very nice— very, only a little considerablyabove the average height, the other’s* time, and does not require
Go right through the hall there, and
It moaned like a dismal autumn wind
slim and wiry, all bone and muscle, even a temporary sacrificeof one’s enoutre."
That dies in the woods alone.
take tho elevator. Rusticus— Take tho
So
the
brilliant
winter
days
and
evenwith
a
clear,
steady
eye
and
hand,
and
And when it stopped I heard it still,
tire individuality or pursuits.
elevator ! Gosh, I wouldn’t know what
ings,
full
of
music,
charades,
operas,
and
The mournful monotone
perfect confidence in himself. His
A man should never be so much him- to do with it-Tid-Bits.
carpet dances, glided along, and (’apt. eyes sparkled ns if he was in love with
What if the count were true or false?
Leonard! became a constant attendant on the work, as he continued: “People self as when he entertains a friend.
“How is this, son-in-law; you went
I did not care, not I;
To stay at a friend’s house beyond
SilvestraGrey. A handsome couple they
What if Camille for Arm and died?
who are not used to being at great tho time for which one is invited is to to the ball lost night and here it is
made, and people began to whisper at the
I did not aee her die;
scarcely two months since you lost your
heights, and who feel dizzy when a few perpetrate a social robbery.
There aat a woman opposite
possibilities of an early wedding.
wife?" "I acknowledge it, belle,
Who held me with her eye.
feet
from
the
ground,
naturally
look
“Now I wish,” said Silvestra,enthusiTo abide uninvitedto a friend’shome
mamma, hut then, you know, I dance
with
wonder
uppn
a
man
working
high
nstically,
one
day,
“that
you
could
have
The great green curtain fell on all,
is as much a misdemeanoras borrowing
On laugh, and wine, and woe,
known my cousin Jack! Dear old Jack! up in the air, and think that he must his coat without bis permission. It is so sadly \n— French Fun.
Just aa death some day will fall
You remind me of him, Captain Leonardi.” feel as they would. I probably go on
“He has never smiled," reads the
debasing the coin of friendshipto mere
’Twixt us and life, I know
“I shall be jealous of this Jack, if you more steeples and other elevatedplaces
heading
of a newspaper article. Not
The play was done, the bitterplay,
dross when a man attempts to .make it
rave about him any longer,” said the CapAnd the people turned to go.
to adjust ornamental designs, than any
once, eh? Does he know that a situapay
his
hotel
hills.
tain, smiling.
other man in the business, and I feel
And did they see the tragedy?
The fact of two men having the same tion awaits him as editor of the humor“Poor Jack!” sighed Silvestra. “I think
They saw the painted scene
just as much at home standing on a occupation and interests in life gives to
ous department of any of our leading
he liked me.”
They saw Armaud, the jealous fool.
narrow board 500 feet from the ground, neither a social right to the other’s bed magazines?—Dsfe/fme Bell.
“And did von like him?”
And the sick Parisian queen;
But they did not aee the tragedy—
“Come.” said Silvestra,“that is scarcely ns I would on a rock. I feel a perfect and board. A traveling minister has
He— How much do you love me?
The one I saw, 1 mean I
a fair question. Of coarse I liked him— a
sense of safety, and never think of fall- no more right to go uninvitedto a fel- She— Oh, I don’t know, a thousand
little.”
ing.
They did not see that cold-cut face,
low-preacher’s house than a traveling dollars worth, 1 ’spect. How much do
“Miss Grey!”
Those braids of golden hair
“But I was not always without fear. shopkeeper or shoemakerhas to go un- you love me? He— My love for you
Or, seeing her jewels, only said
“Yes, Capt. Leonardi!”
When I first began the business I invited to the house of his fellow-crafts- can’t be told in money, darling. She—
The lady's rich and fair."
“Suppose I were to say that I. liked you
always started up the scaffoldingwith man. Men ave ordainedto the ministry Can’t it he told in ice cream, love ?—
But I tell you, ’twaa the Play of Life,
a great deal— that I loved >ou— ”
And that woman played Despair!
trembling legs and a quaking heart, as preachers,teachers, and pastors, and Detroit Free Press.
"Oh, Capt. Leonardi!”
and many times I have not gone to the not as private hotel-keepers.
“Would you say me ‘no’ or ‘yes?’ ”
A CITIZEN was basting an Anarchist
“Yes,” she whispered— “a score of limes, top, bnt returned with some excuse for
They who go into the country in sum- from stem to gudgeon, when his friend
CAPT. CIAC0P0 LEONARDI.
not going up just then. 'An old man mer as uninvitedguests of their farmer interrupted. "Will you take that?” ho
“Do
you
really love me, my darling?"
who had been a climber in his day saw friends, should be rated as social said to the Anarchist. “Take it,” con“How \ should like to elope!” said Sil“You know that I love you, Giacopo”— me on one of these occasions when my
vestra Grey, sitting in the garden with an
brigands and treated accordingly. •
tinued the citizen ; “of course he will
with soft, reproachful eyes.
heart was weak, and gave me a bit (ff
open book in her hand.
These few social maxims are by no take it. An Anarchist will take any“If I were a poor beggar in the Via Maadvice that cured my faintheartedness means to l>e taken as a complete code of thing except a bath.”— irhs/iDifl/ott“To— what?” asked Jack- Leonard,who
rina, would yon love me still?” he catehad been leaning against the trunk of the
in time. He said when starting up laws. Others quite as important will
Critic.
chised her, with tender earnestness.
nearest tree, partially whittlingout a set of
always to fix your mind intently on the spring up out of the personal experi“Yes,” she answered, steadfastly.
at the matinee.
•Uk- winders, and waiting for some visible
work you are going to do, and keep ence of every reader of this article,and
“For myself only?”
I saw them at the matinee
sign or token of Silveslra’s notice.
“Oh, Giacopo, how can you ask these every thought of fear, or that something the justice and equity of all may be
In front of me they sat
“To elope,” repented Silvestra, with a
They were attentive to the play
cruel questions?”
is going to happen, out of yonr mind.
tested by that infalliblestandard of solittle frown, “like Lady Geralda Fitz
Each wore a low crowned hat.
“I like to be sure,” said the Captain, This was just the thing, and I have
Gerald in this book.”
ciety— the Golden Rule. There can be
Yes, low crowned hats that did not hide
serenely.
“Come
here, little one, and kiss found from experience that it is think“What did she elope for?” asked honest
The actors from my view
no true hospitality that in practice is a
With wonder I sat stupefied,
Jack. “Why didn’t she get married like me, and let me slip this circlet of diamonds ing abont fear that makes a man afraid, violationof this rule; and you may
For they were silent,too.
other girls, with a regular lot of brides- on yonr plump finger. Ah, there comes and over-cautionhas given many a poor
safely rest assured that you have given
Miss Leonard!"
They were two maidens young and fair,
maids, and wedding presents, and all that
Two maidens fair were they,
Silvestra ran to her, with eyelashes wet fellow a tumble, where boldness and the fullest and most perfect measure of
sort of thing?”
And I behold them sitting there
seeming recklessnesswould have car- entertainment to your neighbor if you
with sunshiny tears.
“Jack, what a goose you are!” said SilAttentive to tho play.
“Oh, Miss Leonard,” she sobbed, “I am ried him through all right. There are have done exactly as you would be done
vestra, serenely scornful.
And then to think that I could see
only a few expert climbers. Hundreds hy.— William M. F. ’ltound, in SunTho stage I Twos all in view.
“Yes, I know I’m a goose,” admitted engaged!”
’Twus such a great surprise to me,
Aunt Sadie lifted her eyebrows.
quit the business in a short time, be- day Afternoon.
Jack: “but-”
I scarce knew what to do.
“To— Jack?” said she.
cause they cannot overcome their nerv“There you stand,” said Silvestra, archThey did not chatter. Neitherspoke—
“To
Giacopo,”
corrected
the
beauty—
“to
ing her pretty scornful brows, “a great overous dread. I have seen stout-hearted
Senator Hearst.
Ko strange it all did seem
grown ladder, whittling away just like the Capt. Leonardi.”
I thought— but just then I awoke,
fellows who would march up to a canSenator
Hearst
may
not
have
the
“Well,” said Aunt Sadie, he's Jack."
And found it was a dream.
countrymen on the stage — ”
non’s mouth, without a quiver, when personal graces of a Brammel, or the
Silvestra turned round, with a face of
—Button Courier.
“1 won't whittle if you don’t like it, Silthey got to the place where the scaffold- oratorical gifts of a Cicero, but the top
pretty puzzlement.
The cashier of a business place hod1
vestra,” said Jack, guiltilythrusting his
ing ends, and from which point they of his head is devoid of undulations.
“Jack!”
she
repeated—
“Jack/”
knife into his pocket.
occasion to leave his desk one day, and
“Say it again, sweetheart,"caressed would have to ‘shin’ to the top,, try to The Senator is not mean; on the con“Like it! What differencedoes it make
be called the son of the proprietor, who
Cnpt. Leonardi, tenderlyimprisoningher step up, bnt a ton of lead had been
whether I like it or not?” flashed out Siltrary, he is generous with his money,
was at work in another department, to
hand
in his. “You don’t know Low sweet
hooked to their foot and it would not but he is not in the habit of releasing
vestra. “Whittle if you please— it's only a
take his place for an hour or two, and
part of your character— and go on asking it sounds. And, Silvestra—”
go up an inch.
his grip on a dollar until he knows
instructedhim about how to make en“Well?"
ridiculous questions— do!”
“I have known men who, when they where it is going. For instance:
“If yon would rather our marriage ended
tries in the cash book, in case any
“I was going to say, Silvestra,"pursued
got into a ticklish spot, would have
“Please, sir, will you assist a poor money came in, tho receipts on one sideJack, mildly accepting her shower of in an elopement than a regular church black specks come before their eyes
man who is out of work and has a family and the disbursementson the other.
peppeiy words as a matter of course, wedding—’
Silvestragave a littlecomprehensivecry; which would move up and down in a dependin’ on him ?”
“that if you preferredeloping to the
The boy’s father came in and wanted.
circle, and they would fall down and
This inquiry was made by a fellow $2, which the son gave him, and when
regular thing, I’d elope with you any time.” the scarlet blood suffused her face; she
clasped
both
hands
over
her
eyes.
ling
a
plank
like
a
long-lost
brother.
“Yon!" cried Silvestra, bursting out into
who darted out of a dark doorway near the cashier came back he found an entry
“Oh!” she cried, “I see it all now. Oh. Their heads would seem to be in a
a merry peal of mocking laughter.
tho Senator’snewspaper office one even- in ths cash hook. On one side waa
“Yes*, said Jack. “Why not? I’m Jack! Jack! bow could I have been so blind whirl. This is where a man gets ing last winter. •
this: “Took in $2 from a granger with
—bow
could
I?”
rare I love you, Silvestra,just as much as
‘rattled,’ and it requires the greatest
The Senator turned a watery eye on his pants tucked in his boots. ” The
But
in vain she strove to draw her hand
the hero loved Lady Wbat’s-her-name
exercise of the will to overcome this the beggar, saw bis unshaven mug, his
cashier looked at the scrawl in the
Fitz-what-do-you-call-her
in the story. away. Cnpt. Leonardi held it fast.
“You have promised me, my dear.” he feeling. I have felt this way many shabby raiment, and unwashed, shaky book, and then at the cash drawer, and.
And if you’d only marry me, Silvestra.I
times,
and
even
now
I
sometimes
have
hands.
shouldn’t care if it was an elopementor a declared; “you have promised, and I shall
said, “Well, where’s the $2.” The boy
a sudden desire when on the pinnacleof
“So vou’ve got a family, have vou? thought a minute, took a pencil, and
regular church affair, with carriagesand not let you go."
“And I don’t want you to," whispered a steeple to jump off, but I always laugh Where* d’ye live?”
cards."
wrote on the other side of tho book :
“Jack, leave off talking nonsense, and go Silvestra. "I— I think I always loved you. at the idea and it goes away as quickly
“Round on Pacific street, sir.”
“Pa collared the $2.” The cashier
Jack,
even
when
you
were
a great, awkward as it comes. A man who drinks stimualong,” said Silvestra. peremptorily.
“Go ahead and take me there. If yon sighed, and the boy said, "Well, it balboy.
Bnt
now—"
“Dear Silvestra, wonft you say that yon
lants is out of place on a steeple, where ain’t lyin’, I’ll do the square thing,
And her bright,shy eyes, timidly lifted
ances, don’t it? What more do you
will marry me?" be humbly pleaded.
a false step will send him headlong a pardner. ”
want?"—
PecA:’# Sun.
*No!n cried the little beauty, stamping to his, told the rest of the tale.
The man had a family, sure enough.
Aunt Sadie smiled to herselfas she crept hundred feet below. So also is the
her foot. “I won’t marry you, and I’ve told
fat man. for a climber must be light,
He showed the Senator into a foul room
Extraordinary Medical Skill.
you a thousand times before. And if you nwnv.
agile, and muscular. Dark-haired men in the third story of a rookery. There
“My
little
plan
has
succeeded,”
said
she,
ever dare to ask me the question again, i’ll
One stormy night, when the roads,
with swarthy faces usually make the were three children, a decent-looking
—I’ll never speak to von again as long as I “as 1 thought it would!"
were well-nigh impassable, a son of
best climbers.”
live."
woman, ami a sewing-machine.The Erin came into a doctor’s office and de“Does it prevent dizziness when going woman wept when questioned. They
So Silvestrawent away, her pretty head
He Gut the Pass,
sired the dispenser of physic to go to
«rect in the air, her hazel eyes sparkling
to
a great height to keep the eyes turned
The following, which is true in every
were poor and often hungry. All their see a friend who was'^ist-a-dyin’."Hewith displeasure.And Jack looked after
particular, is too good to be lost, and upward?”
troublescame from the drunkenness of would not take no for an answer; so,
her like a big, loving, wretched Newfound“Tli is is a popular notion, but there
we enbalm it in our columns
the husband. That culpnt sullenly putting the saddle-bagsupon his horse,,
land dog of a man as he was.
When Mr. It. N. Rice, who was after- is nothing in it except that tho attention owned to the truth of this statement.
the physician started out upon his jour“She’s snch a little darling!”be mnsed,
is turned from the idea of falling, and
“All right,” said Uncle George, rising. ney. As soon as he saw the sick man
sadly. “And I’d give the world for one of ward President of the Michigan Central
her sweet looks; but somehow J don’t seem Railroad,was the General Manager of this will keep a man from tumbling. He gave the woman a sum of money he knew it was nearly over with him,
to suit her. let me say or do what I will.”
the New Y’ork Central, he received by But the place for the eyes is upon the that made her speechless.
and remarked to the courier:
And Jack went home to his maiden aunt, mail an expired pass, across the back road to be traveled, to see that every“Come along with me," said Hearst to
“Peter, you told the truth; your
a jolly old lady, with a fortune to leave, of which the holder had written in red thing is in position. A highwind sometho husband, who obeyed with alacrity. friend is just at the point of death.”
who was a great reader, and hugely intertimes renders scaffolding unsafe, and if
ink:
At the next corner the Senator turned
“Can’t ye do ainytheengforheem?”’
ested in love-affairsof every kind and
a man had his eye on the sky he would
DIMS mv star* ! no moro on tho cars
the
amazed
man
over
to a policeman.
replied
Peter.
description,and told all his troubles to this
As a drivM.uud I’ll lido n tbo rai1,
never see it.”
“Book this fellow for vagrancy,” said
UnleHH Mr. Rice should tak«* my auvice
“No; it is too late."
affectionateold confidant.
“Did you ever fall?”
And send mo a jiass by tho mail."
tho philanthropist. "I’ll swear against
“She’s an angel, Aunt Sadie!” he de"But, docthor, ain’t ye goin’ to give“I have had many narrow escapes,
Without a moment’s hesitation, Mr.
clared.
him to-morrow. He’s been striking me heem ainytheeng at all, at all?”
“Pooh! pooh!" said Aunt Sadie. ‘No Rice turned tho pass over and traced in but only one good fall. This w as about for a piece."
“It will do no good?”
seventy feet. I had a sick child home,
more an angel than I am. I've seen her. red ink on its face the following
“New, you," said Uncle George next
“But, docthor, you have come so far,,
A prettv, snn- horned little thing, with a
and was thinking about her and was
day when he had secured a sentence of it would be too bad to go back without
"The conductorwill pass this bundle of gas
pair of sparkling eyes, and somethingof a
absent-minded.I started off sideways three months for the loafer, “if you’ve
From July to the middle of Lent.
doin’ ainytheeng.”
Usp. So you like her, do you?”
Like any other dend-head,without paying a rod, between the scaffold and the steeple, and
a mind to be decent when you get out,
For the peace of Peter’s mind, the
Let him ride to his heart’s content."
“I tore her, aunt!” declared Jack, ferin two or three seconds I was at the
come to me and I’ll give you a show.”
doctor now took a small quantity of suvently.
The pass was never taken up, and is bottom. I thought I would be killed,
“And you’d like to marry her?"
And the man, three months later, did gar from a phial, and placed it upon theto-day in the hands of the family of the and in a second my. whole life flashed
“I shall be wretched for ever if I cannot
-come. Uncle George sent him and his dying man’s tongue, just as he was
holder, who "is now literally a dead- through my mind "and also the future
win her!" he protested.
family to one of his ranches,where, to drawing his last breath.
“Very well, said Aunt Sadie. “I can head.— Drake’s Traveller's Magazine. of my family, and how they would all do the fellow justice, he has avoided
Peter, seeing his friend’s head droplook after the childrenwere full grown.
tell you how to gain her affections.”
the bottle and behaved himself.
back, looked up to the doctor with big
Made to Order.
“Dearest Anut Sadie, if von will only
I knew that I was bumping against the
"I ain’t opposed to drinkm’," the eyes, and said, half in a whispen, “Oh,
help me to obtain this prize!”
Alderman— You are charged with en- timbers of the scaffold, bnt there was
“Leave off protesting " "aid Aunt Sadie, tering the complainant's tent, while no pain, and I was overcome apparently Senator is given to remarking. "If a docthor, an’ didn’ ye do it quick?”—
“and listen to me. • o away. There’s camping out, with purposes of stealing. by a soothing influence and never had man can afford it it’s all right, hut Harper's Magazine,
when he can’t I go in for sendin’ him
yonr cousin, Herbert M ruit, going to the
a more pleasantjourney in ray life. It
What have you to say ?
The blessings of fortune- are the lowMedterranean in his steam yacht There
to jail. "—Nan Francisco Post.
Prisoner— I didn't intend to steal, seemed as if I was falling for hours,
est; the next are the bodily advantages
are the FoUibtta just starting to look up
Frequent considerationof a thing of strengthand health, but the superlathe sources of the Nile. Of, if you prefer your Honor. I only went to see if there knew when I struck the bottom and
felt a shock at the sudden stop, but it wears off the strangeness of it, and
deer-bantingin Norway, or salmon -fishing was anything I could do for him.
tive blessings, in fine, are those of the
in
,
Alderman— Oh, yes then you admit was not disagreeable. I had enough shows it in its several lights and vari- mind..— L* Estrange.
“Bnt, Aunt Sadie—"
that you were found fit the complain- pain afterward, though, and it took ous ways of appearance to the view of
“^nd then grow a heavy beard," ad^ed ant's tent?’ • • r."
about six months to patch up mv body. the mind.— Souf A. •
A. wise man should have money In Li*
'in
the old lady, imperiously;“wear broad.
Both arms and one leg was broken. I
head, but net in hk heart— Nui/f.
Prisoner— Yes, sir. r
brimmed sombrero bats; study up the matA Minneapolisdoctor has been reAlderman— Then it is for the in-tefit made up my mind to give up the busiter of costume; read poetry and romance.”
Novelty is the great patent of pleas*
ness when I got well, but in a little fused a license by the Board of ExaminI
sentence
you
to
sixty
days.—
Pi
Bs“But I always go to sleep over it," said
ore. — South.
ers
because
he
advertisedwhile the old fascination came bask
burgh Chronicle.
honest Jack.
C
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The Great Animal Fights In Cashmere. Hol* it up, hoi’ it up. Thank de L&wd
The animal fights formed part of the dar ain’ no mo’ night Thank -- ”
The young man eased him down. At
festivities in connection vrith the installation of the Maharajah of Cash- last the old man had seen his freedom.
mere. Two huge water buffaloes, with Arkannaw Travelei'.
ropes on their feet and a dozen men at
Condensed Wisdom in B.
each rope, were introduced to each
Be
just,
but trust not every one.
other, the orowd closing around them
Be timely wise, rathe * than wise in
to within a few feet Neither animal
required anj urging, but put his head time.
Beware of bosom sins.
down at once and butted. The shock
Betray no trust; divulge no secret.
of the opposing skulls rang like the
Bounty is more commended than imisound of a hatchet on wood across the
arena. Then both brutes laid head to tated.
Bear your misfortunesw th fortitude.
head, and pushed, and grufited,and
Be always at leisure to do good.
pawed, and sweated for five minutes,
Business is the salt of life.
the crowd yelling madly meanwhile.
Brevity is the soul of wit.
The lighter weight was forced back

Important.

When yon

visit

or leave

New York

“Frsilty, Thy

City, save

baggage, expreseagc,and $3 carnage hire, and

That she

—Hamlet.

is

^ _

Dr. Pioice’s “Favorite Preecription”is the
host reetorativetonic for physicalfrailty in

613 rooms, fitted up at a cost of one million
dollars, 91 and upwards per dsy. European
plan. Elevator. Restaurantsuppliedwith the
beat Horse cars, stages,and elevatedrailroad to all depots. ’ Familiescan live better for
less money at file Grand Union Hotel than at
any other fint-dasshotel in the city.

We

Woman. w

Is

frail often in body,
" "Pis true, tis true, *tii a pity,
And pity •tia.'tUtrue.-

top at the tirand Union Hot«ly opposite
Grand Central Depot

Does Overwork Kill!
read every little while of

Name

....

women, or female weaknessesor derangements. By druggists. Price reduced to one
dollar.

|

Kino Kalakaua is reported as wishing
to dispose of his kingdom. Perhaps he
wants to buy a horse.— AoireH Citizen.

some
over-

Wk ought not to be too anxious to enconr-

man who has killed himselfwith
inn°T*t,on- in4ct»^ of
work. We do not much Relievo in the bJL’s Catarrh Itemoay^aa* boeVbllforJthe
theory. A good many are killed by public and passed through the severest test,
worry, a good many by dissipation, but antl in pronouncedthe most reliable remedy

~THE

-

*

Better to live well than long.
Be not too hasty to outbid another.
ted again, turned sideways, and was
This medicine,combining lion with part
Building is a pastime that men pay He may through his work neglect regu
again forced back. After a few minlar
food,
exercise,
and
bathing,
or
-------,
“Struck
down,’’
as
the
barber
said
when
dear
for.
cS^bDy^lM,uqUiail*Mtl
C0,3{J,et^
utes more, when each animal was set»*ss, Impure Blood, HaUrU, ChUIc
twnuuiu of the geese when the when tired he may brace himself up I he shaved the first crop of fuzz from a
Be watchful
tling down to his work with whole•ml Fsvsrs, aud Nsuralgla.
with artificial stimulants, and some i youth'8 chin.—Damville Breeze.
hearted earnestness, the order was I *ox preaches,
Kidney audL'/re^^^ ^
of
Better a small fish than an empty
given to separate them, and very reIt ia invaluablefor Diaeaseepeculiar It
dish.#
luctantlythe gigantic mussucks were,
Women, and all who lead sedentary lives.
abuse of the boiler. Or he may have
Itdoeanot injure the teeth, cause besdachsdC
Business neglected is business lost.
hauled in opposite directions.
produce constipation— ofAer iron medicine*de.
In Paris it costs $3 to cremate a body,
Be active, for idleness is the rust of a worry about business or about fame,
Next came the fighting rams, spotted
It enriches and purifies ths blood*
and these may fret the life out of him; and it is well urn-ed.
stimulates the appetite,aids the Maimllatlon
and shaven beasts, with Roman noses the mind.
of food, relievesHeartburnand Belching, and
By doing nothing we learn to do ill. but it is no more dneto hard work than
and rowdy visages,-straining away
strengthens the musclesand nerves.
Better to slip with the foot than the when the sand of a muddy stream cuts .Jr7I.u^ir‘R™:^01 “*in or in)urs
For lutcrmltient Fevers,
from their owners, and all apparently
Lack of Energy, etc., it has no equal.
the boxes out of a water-wheel.It is
spoiling for a fight. Two or three tongue.
Are hatters and bootmakers divinities
Be very vigilant, but never suspi- said that Secretary Manning has been
couples were let go together, ran back
nr The genuine has above trade mark and
because ihey shape our ends?
crossed red lines on wrapper. Take no other.
prostrated
by
overwork.
A
glance
at
to gather way, came on and met; ran cious.
•!• Mir by laOWM CU1ICAL CO. M1LTIIOBI. IA
his picture will reveal that he was
Better to do well late than never.
back, charged again, and repeated the
Indioehtion, dyspepsia, nervous proi
rostrawound up for a hundred years’ run, tion, and all forms*
eat and besfreelh
Birds of a feather flock together.
performance till the sound of their
rms 6i
of general debility
------- rf ..
reAGENTS WANTED
Bacchus has drowned more than and if he is disabled it is because the liovod by taking Mensman’s” Peptonized Beef Uirm* A divulara ad'sNATlONALP
foolish colliding heads was almost conboiler was neglected and permitted to Tonic, the only preparationof beef containing
tinuous. After the first few minutes, Neptune.
its entire nntritionsproperties.
properties. It contaius
when you begin to realize that neither Beggars have no right to be choosers. burn out where it could not be patch- blood-making,force-generating,
and life-suslifeed,
or
with
a
100-horse-power
boiler
he
of energy for buslnsaaIn her locality.Salary Md,
“Bear and forbear,"is good philosotaining properties; is invaluablein all
animal is likely to fall down dead, ram
References. E. J. Johnaon, Mangr, 8 BarclayBL, NX
ran
with
full
pressure
a
50-horse
power
feeblod
conditiona,
comUtions,’
whether
the
result
of
exphy.
fightingis monotonous. Sometimes a
haustion, nervous prostration,overwork, or
engine
until
the
valves
gave
way.
A
Better to be alone than in bad comram runs back to his charge valiantly
man’s body is so delicate that the prick acute disease; particularly if resultingfrom rll_Ertltchln'f Cure guaranteed.
enough, aud midway in the outset loses pany.
pulmonary complaints.Caswell, Hazard A
Better to be untaught than ill-taught. of a bare bodkin may break all its ad- Co., proprietors, Now York.
heart, turns tail to his antagonist,and
Bad looks are the public fountain of justment and cause it to fall back to
flees to his master. The adversary,
dust, and yet that delicate mechanism
ADVERTISERS oroth*ra,w>towi*hto*umln#
vice.
An Editor's Testimonial.
being a beast of honor, immediately
thi* paper,or obtain Mtimataa
A. M. Vaughan, editor of tne GreenwichReview,
on advartldng ipace whan In Chicago, will find on filt at
Books alone can never teach the use was adjusted originally for a full voypulls up and trots back to his master.
age, and unless it is in someway abused Greenwich, Ohio, writes: Lsst January 1 met with
One light-limbed doomba with red of books.
a very serere accident, caused by a runaway horse.
it will carry its freight safely over all
th*Adv«rtiiingAgency of
Bear
in
mind,
blame
not
what
you
spots seems to be the champion of
I used almost every kind of aalve to heal the wound*,
the
deeps
of
life.
It
will
withstand
Jummn. His charge generallyupsets cannot change.
which turned to running Bores, but found nothin* to
No Rope to Cut Off Horses’ Manet.
Beware of him who regards not his both labor and disease better than do any good till I was recommended HENRY’S CAR- Celebrated *I$CL1P*IE>
his antagonist at once, and few of the
care. There is a story going around of BOLIC SALVE. I bought a box and it helped mo at •nd Bit IDLE Combined, can
reputation.
rams care to stand a second.
As soon as all the rams had been
Believe after trial, and judge before two poorhouso inmates in the East who once, and at the end of two months I was completely
market, and I never
are each 114 years of age. The secret well. Itiathebeataalveinthe
disposed of, certain vicious shrieks and friendship.
fail of telling my friendsabont it, and urge them to
is that when, half a century ago, they
Specialdiscount to tho Trade,
Boston is the hub.
squeals gave evidence that the horses
uae it whenever in need."
for Price-List.
were sent to the poorhousethey knew
Be as just to friends as to foes.
were being got ready, and the police
J.C. LIQUTHOUSERochester Jt.Y
MENTION THU PAPER «* «.m»* r* tat
set about widening the ring. Presently
By your acts prove your faith.— U/tt- that their future was provided for, and
HOW TO USE
they gave up worrying and grew fat.—
a bay galloway and a black pony danced cago Ledger.
Salt Lake Tribune.
BALM
out, dragging their attendants after
For Tired Young Men of Thirty.
them at the end of a long rope. The
Prompt Rttform of Bodily KviM.
Place a particle of the
The young man of thirty who cominstant they were let go they ran openThe prompt reform of those bodily evils, en- Balm into each nostril
A Fall Set of
plains
that he feels tired, has had his
mouthed at each other, turned tail to
_ — - Attachments.
feebled digestion, incomplete assimilation, in- and drawatrong breath#
through the noae. It
WABRANTED
tail, and kicked savagely for five min- day, can’t keep up with the procession, activity of the liver, kidneys and bladder, as
< yr*c*rm. Sand far
will be absorbedanc
utes at each other, the black suffering and the like, should call to mind the well as of the nervous symptoms which these begin It* work of cleans
\J Circa lor.
C. A. WOOD A CO.,
the most. Then, after the manner of work such men as Gladstone, Oliver ailments are especiallyprone to beget, Is al- ing and healingthe is
^lyy.iothat.,phiu.. Pm
horses all the world over, they turned Wendell Holmes, Bismarck, and a ways accomplished by the use of Hostotter’s eased mombrana. It
around and closed, each striking with score of others are doing, though they Stomach Bitters, a medicine accredited by allays inflam*,atioa
his fore feet and striving to fix his have all passed the three score and ten physicians, pronounced pure by analysis, and and prov-nta frjgb
coldr.
teeth in the other’s crest. They vears allotted to the span of human eminently wholesomeand agreeable, Surely
such a restorative is preferableto unpalatable
life.
All
these
men
have
been
hard
squealed shrilly as they boxed, and
and indigestible mineral drugs anu unsano- Hol'd Uqiiliior Snuf!
ciate uiera, tor uiey are lurnlahed by *MU
finally rose on end— a magnificent and life-long workers. A locomotive tionod nostrums. The nation at large assuredly No poisonous drugs.
will
be
more
damaged
by
a
year’s
lythinks so, judging by the unprecedenteddemand
sight— locked in each other’s arms.
No offensivo odor.
attmpafora sample copy of the best Fai
for the articlefrom Maine to the Paciflo,a deA particle ia appliedInto each nostril and ia agreesbia Paper in the West. Only tl.w per rear,
The bay, loosing his hold on the black’s ing up on a side track than by twenty mand now supplemented by immense orders for
to
u«e.
Price
M
cts..
by
mail
or
at druggist*.
CHICAGO LEDGER, Chicago,111.
poll, made a snatch at the black’s near years of hard steaming and hauling. it received from tropical America, Mexico,the circular.ELY BROTHERS.Druggist*.Owego. N.Y.
British and Spanish Colonial possessions, and
Not
one
toiler
in
a
thousand
dies
of
foreleg, which was at once withdrawn.
elsewhere. Both at home and abroad It Is recBoth bbrses then dropped to the overwork, but thousands have died and ognized as a standard remedy and preventive,
decisivenessof Its effect!recommending i{
ground together, and kicked and bit thousands are dying of the diseases in- the
everywhere.
at close quarters, till the bay fled with duced by sloth, and the vices of which
Why Have Yellow Fever?
the black after him through the crowd. idleness is the appointed guardian.
loas of a Anger, or the uae of a Ar
The saices at the end of the drag ropes Gladstone at 73 could fell a tree for
or any gunshot wound or other
Singularlyflatteringreports continue
the
pleasure
of
the
thing,
and
would
were knocked over, scrambled up, and
to be made concerningDr. Domingos
vein*, or dlNeuMof the lungs. If yon
caught at the ropes again, while the defy the blows of the enervated youth Freire’s svstem of preventiveinoculatwo maddened brutes plunged and of modern cities. George Cruikshank, tion in yellow fever. A late one to the
struggled among the people. About the artist, walked ten miles a day when Paris Biological Society states that
- » Spec
49* Send
3 larof Pennlon
and Bounty A
half a dozen people were knocked over verging on his tiOth year. Titian did during the three hot months in Brazil
dresa -----FITZGERAU) k
some
of
his
best*
work
when
he
was
70.
and
i, but no one was_____
hurt; _____
and,#
U. B. Claim Agency for Western
ending with February last, 3,051 subdiers.
after wild clamor and much running The natural stimulus and support of jects were inoculated in Bio de JaneiINDIANAPOLIS,IND.
hither and thither, both bay and black the muscles and the nerves is work. ro, aud not one bad the fever, whereas
Ths BUYERS* GUIDE la
were caught, blindfolded, and led away For want of it the system rusts, like a in the same districts and houses 278
issued Kept, and March,
machine
that
is
retired
from
service.
to reappear no more.— Homeward
such year. 49" 3W pages,
non-vaccinated succumbed to the disYoung men are very wise in their own
Mail.
8>£x 11>; inches, with over
ease. What is more remarkable is that
conceit, but they can still take a les3, COO illustrations— a
severe cases were inoculated in the
whole Picture Gallery.
son from the old, especially when these
Saw His Freedom.
second stage of the disease, and all reGIVES Wholesale Prices
old men bear the honored names of
direct to eontumert on all goads for
Old Randsom had been blind during Gladstone and Holmes.— Baltimore covered.
personal or fbmily ass. Tells how to
many years. He had heard the guns Herald.
How to Tell a Good Orange.
order, and gives szast cost of everyof the war, had heard the shouts of his
thing yon ass, sot, drink, wear, or
The very sweetest and richest orManners Bel ween Boys.
emancipated brethren, but had never
have fun with. These INVALUABLE
ange is the black or rusty-coatedfruit
seen his freedom. He continued to live
BOOKS ronUin infbrmatien gleaned
There is a good deal of rudeness be- Pick out the dingiest oranges in the
from the markets of the world. Wo
in his cabin, surrounded by his wife tween boys in their intercourseand
box, and you will get the best. Anothwill mail a copy FREE to any adand children, who supported him. His bearing with one another that is not
dress upon receipt of 10 cts. to defray
er way to choose oranges is by weight.
wife died, and his heartless children, really intended as such, but is not,
expense of mailing. Let ns hear fram
The heaviest are the best, because they
Respectfully,
one by one, deserted him. After this therefore, any the less to be disaphave the thinnestskin and more weight
he contrivedto make a living by bot- proved. It is often simply the overWARD A CO.
of juice. Thick-skinnedoranges are
toming chairs. Several months ago he flow of excessivehigh spirits. But the
de 820 Wabash Aveeae, Chicago, 111.
apt to be dry; they either weigh less
became too feeble to work. About very best good-humor,unrestrainedby
Sara relief
because of having so much skin, or bethat time a young man whom the old proper bounds and limitations,may
isixism
cause of the poverty of the juice in
maU. Btowtli AOs*
negro had nursed came home.
become the most positive incivility. these particular specimens. A slight
“You needn’t try to work any more, We often apologize for the coarseneta
freezing on the tree causes this condiUncle Randsom,” said the young man. of people by saying, “He means well.”
tion in otherwise fine fruit.
“I have bought the plantation,and a It is well if we can make snob an apolpart of what I make shall be yours.”
ogy for them,. for if their rudeness is
Another Life Saved*
“Thankee, Mars Bob; thankee, sah, really intentional they are not fit to be
About two years ago. a prominent citizen of
*Twon’t be fur long, sah, fur de ole receivedinto any worthy person’s so- Chicago was told by his physicians that he
man is gettin’ putty close to de eend o’ ciety. But they who mean well should must die. They said his system was so debilitated that there was nothing left to build on.
•de row.”
also do well, and the ways of polite- He made up his mind to try a “new depart!
opemionorbuatnMs
delay; thoumnd* cured. ConIt was not for long. One night, af- ness are never so easily learned as in
ure.” He got some of Dr. Pierce’s “Golden
aultition free. At Blandish House, Detroit,Mlch» 1 tot,
ter a storm, when the wind was sink- youth. The boy who is habitua ly Medical Discovery” and took it according to dih CommercialHotel. Chicago, to laatof e»ch montK
MENTION THU PAPER
wsmM f» .trimuM.
ing to rest, the young man stood by coarse and rude in his bearing toward rections. He began to improve at once. He
kept up the treatment for some months, and
the bedside of the old negro.
other bovs will be such as a man toward is to-day a well man. He says the “Discovery”
“Are you suffering much pain, Uncle men, and all his life will never gam the saved his life.
THE CHICAGO
Kandsom?”
reputationof being a gentleman.
We
hear
a great deal of talk about the
“No, honey, nuthin’ hu’ts me er tall;
im Mr* and Mia
consumption of fish. We wonder they don’t
pay. Situation*
•de diffikiltyis dat my bref is sorter
Mr. G. E. Reardon, Baltimore,Md.,
try cod-liveroil.
furnUbad.Writ* ValentinaBros., JTaneavllla,Wia
wraung.”
Commissioner of Deeds for all the States,
Buffered for a long time with rheumatism,
THIN PEOPLE.
“You are dying, old man.”
“Wells’ Health Itenewer”restores health, and
"Yes, sah, an’ thank do Lawd far it. which yielded promptlyto St. Jacobs Oil.
arked Fraser's. MOLD Ev KEY WHERE*
98 a day. Sample* worth |1N)
Use been in detdark er mighty laung
MiseiyWronghtbyallad Boy.
time, Mars Bob, er mighty laung time,
into the crowd, recovered himself, but-
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FRAZER
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BBEBS-g AXLE GREASE.

S5S

PURE CITQT

She was walking aloog in her new
now 1’se gwine out inter de light
HEART PAINS.
Dese ole eyes o’ de body ain’ no count, black satin frock, with its panels and
When iMtcarsn _ _
Palpitation,Dropsical Swellings, Dizziness,Inlime and then have them return __
seals, I mein a ra4L
but de eyes o’ de soul ken look at de waistcoatof black and cream stripes, digeation, Headache, Ague, Liver and Kidney
c*l rare.. I bare mads tbs Slsssss ef
or V* LLI N OS CE’nEM Til fV* ngflaiijJ*? iremefS
.glories o’ de udder worl’.”
and was fairly radiant with' the con- Complaint, Sleepleaaneaa cured by" Wella' Health
remedy to rare the went cum. Beeson eiher* have
failed(• no reason for not now resalvlag a rare. Sendai
“Do you wish to leave any word for sciousnessof showing all beholders the Bonewer.” Elegant Tonic for Adults or children.
one* for e trwtlM and a Free Bottl* of my InfaUIMs
jour children, in the event that I very latest and loveliest thing in comtmsdy. ate# Biprass and Post Oflco. It casts yea
LIFE PRESERVER.
only 9 1 .M) per year. Your l'ont master is agent for
nothingfor a trial, and I will cor# yon.
it and will receiveyear subscription.
should ever see any of them?”
binations, when two bad little newsAddrea* Dr. H. 0. ROOT, IS* Pearl St., New Y«fc
If you are losing your grip on life try “Wells’
“No, sah, nothin’ in purtic’ler, only boys spoiled her blissful dream. The Health Benewer. Goes direct to weak spots.
•dat I forgibs ’em. Sorter prop me up, first was struck as nearly speechless as ^Gr^^petiMi^and aid to^gestion, giving
Tie Best
•ef yer please, sab. Dar, dat’U do.”
a newsboy ever is, that is to say, noth“You are happy in the belief of a ing sufficientlywicked to do justice to
laterpof
The best cough medicine la Plso’a Curs for
future life, are you not?”
his feelings suggested itself to him, Consumption. Sold everywhere. 25c.
Coat
“Oh, yes, sah; oh, yes. Ef dar wa’n’t but, in order to show that he had feelirtSTIBBAWD!
1* warranted'
PSg WWW will
WHl keep yea dry ta
BED-BUGS, FLIES.
baitt*.! stana. TboeewPonm,
la a perfect Hdii* cmi/mA
no life arter dis, de worl’ would be er ings, he addressed his next friend with,
..... tte’TtaS
failure. De Lawd wouldn’ wanter cre- “Hi, Billy! What’s that?” “That,”
ate me ter be a slabe ha’f my life, an’ said Billy, surveying the costume jublin’ de udder ha’f, if it wa’n’t ter teach dicially, “that’s our new planner in a
BUCHU-PAIBA.
me er gre’t lesson. Whar dat light nebernized case, out for an airing.” Cures til Kidney Affectstiona,Scalding. IrritaSi
come from?” he said, raising his hands. She survived, but not because life tions, Stone, Gravel, Catarrhof the Bladder, f L
“Mars Bob, Mars Bob, I kin see— I seemed worth living.— Bos Ion TranBOUGH ON RATS
kin seel Look at de light Tildy,” script.
dears out rate, mice, roaches, flies, ants, bed- WlENSIBtPf^
referring to his wife, long since dead,
Diphthbbia is frequently the result of bugs, vermin, water- bugs, skunks. 15&
'“yer’s fetch er lamp to light deole
C.N.U.
No. 39a neglected sore throat, which can be cored
-man erway. I’se gwine— Fse gwine! by a single bottle of Red Star Cough Cure. Bough on Corns” hard or softoonu, bunions.Uo
An’

PfiTENTS&KKwS

i

o

;0VTEfl$

i

ON 30 DAYS' TRIAL

a&W*;-’

De

light gits brighter an’ brighter.

-

•v’-* •Vii.

Pirioe, twenty-fivecents a bottle.

“Bough on Toothache.”

Instant relief. 15a

.1:.

Church Item* wtth^the Service* for

Reformed Church—

First

We Have Moved SCHOOL BOOKS!

Services at

I

a.m. and 2 p. m. Sunday School
8:80. Weekly prayer meetlni with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday at
9:80

to our

Store two doors

west

of the

Post Office, where we have added

7:80.

Hope Reformed Church— Servicesat

CASTORIA

10:30 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school
at 12 m. Young People’s meeting at 0:45.
Rev. Thomas Walker Jones, Pastor.

SubjecU: Morning, “Building up a holy
character;*' Evening, “Is there a future
probation?” Congregationalsinging.
Opening anthemi by the choir. Weekly
praise and prayer meeting Thursday at
7:80 p.

m.

ETC. ETC.
OF ALL KINDS

Ail are welcome.

Ham

an especially large and stylish line of

“CasierUUsowtU adaptedto thfldraa that

D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9 :80 a. m. and
2 p. m. Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :80.
Subjects: Morning, “The faith of Noah in
bulldingtheark;” Afternoon, “The distress of

School
Boots, Shoes, Supplies
to our stock of

for Infants and Children.

Third Reformed Church— Rev.

(

recommend

It

aa

nperior to any preMriplion

toowntome."

H.

. Aaon*,

K.

D.,

1U Bo. (Moat 8L, Brooktrn, N.

KUto Worms, fires sleep, and promot** <U-

—

’

ieotioaT’

Y. | WttkuHaJriou m
Tn Gmmbb Cokmxt, 181 fulton

Street, N. T.

Lillies' <S Gents’ Shoes.

^eMe

Call and See Us and Learn

We have

“Christ’s humiliation;” Afternoon,
“Christ; exortation.” Evening, Prayer
meeting.
Holland Christian Ref. Cnurch.— Services at 9:80 a. m. 2:00 and 7 p. m.

Otto Breyman

THAN EVER BEFORE!

The Popular Boot and Shoe
Holland.Mich., June

Ill

OILS.

Jewelry, Watches,

DIAMONDS.
Sihtmn, Platdwie, ini Fucr

We

will make prices on Oils
that will astonish you.

t

The West Michigan Fruit

its

peeling,

As

dollars paid out for

premiums on

first premium will

kept in the city, and sell them at prices
to

THE FINE BLOODED NORMAN
STALLIONS

ciously selected,best grown, and carefully

handled general collection of

is

suit theitiraes.

fruit.

In class 1, division A, for the most judi-

fruit, the

be $50; second, $80;

KREMERS &

BANGS,

^Central Drug Store
Holland, Mich., May ?th. 188S.

ATTENTION

Marcus and Dick

third, $20; and so on all through the different divisions.The

premiums offered
They are making this

are very liberal.

fruit display a special feature

in order

Will be at the Bale Stable of

H. BO
During

to

the

COST IE, Farmers and

Season

of

establishmore firmly the fact that in no
tors ;

of Lake Michigan.— CtwpersrrtfeObsener.
most important feed

is a

article,

interestedin horses to call and look them over. It
will pay you.
H. BOONE, Proprietor.
Holland, Mich., April 29,
13-tf

facts are continually

receivinggratuitous

verification from the various live stock

journals. Regarding bran for swine the

Hog says:

“We

1886,

the best bran. These

roffer bran is

feed to

much

$1000

make

little

better

Oak

will

buy

IF NOT

HAVANA FILLER,

of the

bran

.

ail

°

shawl straP-

of

BUY ALL YOUR

Mortgagee.

DD IDS

ON THE CORNER.

Don’t forget that our

TOILET PREPARATIONS,
And

all that

goes

•13t.

to

make

a first-class

Stock,

COMPLETE.

With Us! YATES

Trade

line of

Drugs, Perfumes,

IS

the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:

Elm

ronrEiT

albuminoids. If farmers would reduce
feed there is

We

KANE.

&

all

Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.

White Ash Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.

carbohydrates and not enough of the
their corn ration and increase their

p. h. McBride,
Attorneyfor Mortgagee

Woodsmen.

place in the norlhren states of this union,

I

one o’clock in the afternoon of that day at the
front door of the Court House in the City of Grand
Haven, Ottawa County,Michigan,that being the
place of holdingthe Circuit Court of said Ottawa
County,
County, Michigan. The land and premises to be
sold are described in said mortgage at
as follows, towit: All that certain piece or parcelI of land sltuated in the Township of Holland,, it
in the County
of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
chlgan, and
and described as
follows,to-wit: One-half acre of land bounded as
follows, to-wit: Commencing on the quarter
line, 42 rods east of the northwestcorner of the
northwest quarter of southeast quarter of section
four, In Township Five, north of range sixteen
west, thence south ten rods, then east eight rods,
then north ten rods, then west eight rods to the
place of beginning;the same being lor a church
site of the Wesleyan Methodist Church of Ventura, in the Township of Holland, County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,and the same being
the site upon which the church edifice has been
erected.
Dated, Holland, Mich., July 1, 1886.
MICHAEL J. CLAPPER,

18SO,

These horses arc jet black, as were their ancesthey have a fine pedigree and are as yet but
can a fairer or better quality of native two years aad ten months old. This is their first
season. They are undoubtedlythe best Norman
* fruits be raised than on the eastern shore
stallionsin this part of the country andl I nvitc all

pay

x

three

j.
uOUffllt at
i

at

MEDICINES

1884.

12,

a

and with every
books
i
i.
j.*
i
by
ODC time
elegant
us,

September,1886,

All the Goods are warranted
Society have taken control of the PomoCROWDING THE PAINT TRADE,
to be just as represented.
logicalDepartment of the South Ottawa &
Do not forget that we still have as complete
I am prepared to do repairirg and en
West Allegan Fair, to be held at Holland,
a Stock of
commencingSeptember 28, and expect to graving promptly and in the best manner
Come and examine our stock. No
make the display of fruit on exhibition
and
trouble to show Goods.
second to none made in the state this
O. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich., May

Remember we give a book
cover and book mark free
with every book bought of

I

TuMday, the twenty-eighthday

DRUGS

Ink and Paper
a

and attorney fee in such case provided by law,
at public vendue to the highest bidder on

While we are at present

present fall. There will be five hundred

payment of

Su.

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

Growers’

Pencils, Pens,

in porsnance of the statute in such case made and
provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed
a sale of the promises thereindescribed, to

cracking or chalking off.

and a
The Grand Fruit Display.

SATISFACTION.

have not had one complaint of

19-tf.

Trusteas of the Firat Wesleyan Church of Ventura,
to Michael J. Clapper, and recordedin the office
of the Register of Deeds for the County of Ottawa,
State of Michigan,on the »ith day of May, 1886,
in Liber 82 of Mortgages, on page 62, and whereas
there la now claimed to be due on the said moitgage the earn of three hundred and alxty-nlne dollars and eight ceuta for principal and interest,
and no proceedings at law or In equity having been institnted- for the recovery of the

prove the quality of theac Paint*,
would
state that the paint put on buildings
four years ago has given

We

1886.

Shawl Straps,

Cheaper than ever before offered.

BUY THE

SPECTACLES ENTIRE

Dealers.

^Mortgage Sale.

D RINGS Sliern-llias fits
we

A

9,

Defanlt having been made in the

Gooii,

Grace Episcopal Church— Rev. George Gold and Silver Watches at Reasonable Prices,
Ayres, Rector. Divine Service every
a'ternateSunday, 1st, 8rd and 5th. MornThe largest assortment of
ing Service at 10.80; Evening Service at
r/
I
2VI O 1ST
7.80; Sunday School at 12 m. Holy
To
ever displayed in this city.
Communion at 10.80 a. m., and Children’s
Service at 8.15 p. ra. on the first Sunday
of each month. All are invited to attend. I also keep on hand a large assortment of
Strangersespecially welcome. “O Worship the Lord in the Beauty of Holiness,”

School Bags,

VAN DUREN BROS.,

B.

96-9.

an immense Stock of

Sponges,

Slates,

D

Bran

Retail.

Our Prices.

Sealer in-

Methodist EpiscopalChurch-Rev. H.
Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.
and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
' Class-meeting at close of morning service,
and at 7 p. m. Teachers meeting Friday
at 7:80 p. m. Prayer-meeting Thursday
evening at 7 :80 p.m. All the seats are free.
Sublects: Morning,uHow to kill a church ;”
Evening, “The old paths.”

and

&

an.”

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:80 a. m., and 2:00 p. m. Sunday School at 8:45. Subjects: Morning.

P*.

New

Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.

Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 38 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contracts or further informationapply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.
or to G.

ED. YEP SCHURE, Supt.
Van Putten & Sons’ store.

A.

c.

E.

HEROLD'S

$3-00
Buys One Dozen

Honest Goads

Cllll PHOlOdP
--

Honest Prices!

doubt that they would

BS

AT-

and cheaper animals. The

albuminoidscreate growth as rapidly as
corn and lay up flesh in the most desirable

Raaite

Van

jj gp 5[jQ[|Jacksfln’s Gallery,

parts. In the case of hogs albuminoid-fed
ones invariablehave better hams and

in the city, always on band.

shouldersand less lard than those that
have been exclusively fed on corn.
these are the
the hog, and

if

you feed right than

hams and shoulders and a surplus amount of lard. Of
two hogs that were killed, both the same
age and weight, and slaughteredat the
same time, the one fed on albuminous
does

if

you

raise small

feed cut hams weighing 15 lbs. 4 ozs., and

the one fed

MARKET

most valuable portions of
costs no more to raise big

on

A GENTLEMAN’S SMOKE
jrost. 0 ojogrrm.

Hacks for Weddings, Private
Parties and Receptions.

The

ThU Clftr wfll arcTt u r«pr«MnW4 and «fll be «tWortrtly•drntlMd in triry town lor Ur* dMtertwbn wia
•ppiwiau lu umilt and pub it aoeorUnjly.

Awwme,

CHICACO.
The Best Livery in the

SUDOUhJCXj JSJT

and

H. WALSH’S.

the

A. C.
Sto;
jp that coughing; if you do not, it
may kill you.
you. A bottle of Dr. Bull’s
Gough Syrup only costa you 25 cents, and
its timely use may save your life.

had always been much annoyed bv
neuralgia and headache. At length I
determined to try Salvation Oil. I am

recommendit, as it made a perfect
my
Marks New,
62 Aisquith St., Baltimore, Md.

case.

An End

J.

to

TONSORIAL PARLORS

W.

A Good Clean Shaye.
Is

A Scientific Hairent or
at

any time.

1,

1886.

S.

now prepared

to

THE CITY.

SPECIAL RATES TO CLUBS. CLASSES, ETC.

Copying and Enlarging-

HEROLD.

20,

1886.

FLIEMAN
Manufacturesand sells the

Brinp in your

PICTURES and

and VALUABLE
have them copied and

OLD

enlarged. Call and examfne my work
whether you wish any done or not.
Remember the name and number

JACKSON’S GALLERY
103

9 lyr.

PHOTOGRAPHS

you can get a

Invigorating; Shampoo

Bone Scraping.

EIGHTH STREET.

IN

MONROE 8T., GRAND

RAPIDS.

VAN RAALTE.

Holland. Mich., April

BILir'S

City.

GIVE ME A CALL!

latter 6 lbs. 12 ozs.

I

46,

Holland, Mich., March

Hearse and Carriages
FOR FUNERALS,

AddressBAKGH1RT BEOfi, Sols Agtnh.

Fifth

shoulder of

the former weight 10 lbs. 11 ozs.,

NO.

E.

carbonaceous food cut

hams weighing 12 lbs.

glad to
cure in

Repairing promptly and
neatly done.

STREET.

it

hams and shoulders
it

EQUAL TO THE BEST MADE

Liter; and Sale Stable

Now

108 Monroo St, Grand Rapid*,

BEST WAGONS

JAS.

HUNTLEY,

!

WATKINS
make Photographsof

all kinds

I

have recentlycommenced the manufactureof

in the highest style of the art at his

New Photograph Gallery,

Platform, Combination &

®st“at“^n

r Wagons,
81

In the Howard Block on River Street, opp.
Yates A Kane’s Drug Store.

Edward Shepherd,of Harrisburg, 111.,
says: “Having received ao much benefit
HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY. Those desiring pictures would do well to give
from Electric Bitters,I feel it my duty to
him a call.
To which I invite the attention of alt who desire
let suffering humanity know it. Have Ladles hair cleaned and dressed in the latest
Old pictures copied and enlarged.
a light and durable wagon.
bad a running sore on my leg for eight
fashion.
W.S. WATKINS.
yean; my doctors told me I would have
Holland, Mich.< Sept. 2nd, 1866. 81-8mos.
to have the bone scraped or leg ampu- FIBST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOR SALE !
I have on hand a lagre assortment of
tated. I used, Instead; three bottles of
w. BAUMGAKTEL,
Holland. Mich.. March 19. 1885.
Electric Bitten and seven boxes Buckleu’s Arnica Salve, and my leg ia now
Which I will dispose of at the lowest possible
figures.
sound and well.” ElectricBitten are
sold at fifty cents a bottle, and Bncklen’s
Arnica Salve at 25c. per boxty Yates
The POLICE
will bcmalledd
I am making
Kane.
securely wrapped, to any address in the Unite'
H,
Proprietor,
States for three months on receipt of
The Her. Geo. 0. Thayer, of Bonrbon, Ind.
eays: ‘-Both myieif and wife owe oar Uvea to
I hereby notify the public that I have removed
Liberal discount allowed to postmasters, agents They cannot be beat, and I make anythingin tbo
Shiloh's Consumption Cure ." For sale by Yates my factorv to SeventhBtreet,between JBlver and
hardwood line.
Market streets, where I will make the largest and and clubs. Sample copies mailed free.
&£ane.
Addressall orders to
Are yon made mlaenble by Indigestion, Con- best 5 and 10 cent Cigars ever offeredto the public,
stipation. Dizziness,Loss of Appetite,Yellow

Express

for„aI1

of ,bmldlnf; fl,n-

ished and completed.

•

IBTJQ-GIES

&

Maud

Cigar Factory,

Planing and Re-sawing
done on short notice.

13 Weelsjs
GAZETTE

POSTMA,

ONE DOLLAR.

Skin

t

Shiloh's VitallzerIs a postive care.

Give Me a TriaL

Itch, Prairie Mange, and Scratches of
every kind cured In 80 minutes by Woolford's Sanitary Lotion. Use no other.

This never falls. Sold by Kremen

Bangs, Druggists, Holland, Mich. 6-ly

Carriage

My Prices are as Low as the
Lowest,

A

H.

Holland. Mich., Sept. IS,

POSTMA.

1886.

ALL KINDS OF OARS

mm.

fieldsare scares, bat those who writs to
SUnsoo A Ca.Portteod,
Melts, will receive
free, fell InfonneUos eboat work which
they eu do. and II ve a* bon>e,thatwill pay
them froa |5 to ffS per day- Some have
saraed ovarian ha day Eltkareax.yoaog
or old. Capital
not required. Yoaare eterled free.Those who aurt at oooe
are abeolaielytare of soaf little fertoaea.

AUtonm

Call

and Wagon

and See Me

before

Painting

IB, 1886.

made and

furnished.
Office and Shop on Riuer street,
near the corner of Tenth street,

Purchas-

ing Elsewhere,
J. FLIEMAN;
Hollaid, Mich. March

Brackets, etc.

JAS.
Holland, May

27,

HUNTLEY.

1888.

